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I N T R O  D U C  T I  0 S
The r a d ia t io n s  from heavy n a tu r a lly  o c c u rrin g  iso to p e s
were observed by B ecq u erel in  1896\ The i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  o f  the
ra d ia t io n s  -  A lpha P a r t i c le s ,  B e ta  Rays and Gamma Rays th e ir
n u clear o r ig in  and th e ir  p r o p e r t ie s ,  th e s t a b i l i t y  o f  the n ucleus
and i t s  mode o f  tra n sfo rm a tio n  c o n s t itu te  the e s s e n t ia l  to p ic s  o f2.
"N a tu ra l R a d io a c tiv ity " *  R a d ia tio n s  from l ig h t e r  iso to p e s  pro» 
duced by the tran sm u tation  o f  c e r ta in  s t a b le  elem ents ir r a d ia te d  
w ith n u clear p a r t ic le s  were observed fo r  th e  f i r s t  tim e in  19 55 
by the J o l io t s  1 *3. The s u b je c t  m atter o f  t h is  " A r t i f i c i a l  Radio­
a c t iv i t y "  in c lu d e s  th e  to p ic s  a lre a d y  mentioned fo r  "N a tu ra l 
R a d io a c t iv ity "  and, in  a d d it io n , the stu d y o f  the p ro d u ctio n  o f  
u n sta b le  n u c le i.  The c h ie f  d if fe r e n c e s  betw een the two typ es o f  
r a d io a c t iv i t y  a r e ,  o f  cou rse, the absence o f  r a d io a c t iv e  s e r ie s  and 
Hie 0 ccurrence o f  p o s itro n  em ission  and e le c tr o n  capture in  the 
case o f  u n sta b le  n u c le i produced a r t i f i c i a l l y .
C h a r a c t e r is t ic  o f  a p a r t ic u la r  n u clear tra n sfo rm a tio n  
are i t s  deoay scheme and i t s  h a l f  l i f e .  The former in v o lv e s  the 
em ission  o f  n u clear p a r t ic le s  o f  energy eq u al to the energy 
d if fe r e n c e  between the " le v e ls "  o f  th e  i n i t i a l  and f i n a l  n u clear 
s t a te s  and in clu d es the p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  a l t e r n a t iv e  modes o f  d is ­
in te g r a t io n . The t r a n s it io n  p r o b a b i l i t ie s  o f th ese  p o s s ib le  
co m p etitive  modes o f  tra n sfo rm a tio n  determ ine the h a l f  l i f e .
The g r e a te r  p a rt o f t h is  paper is  concerned w ith  th e  d eterm in atio n  
o f  the d is in t e g r a t io n  schemes o f  a r t i f i c i a l l y  produced r a d io a c t iv e  
n u c le i from an in v e s t ig a t io n  o f  the em itted r a d ia t io n s . Such an 
in v e s t ig a t io n  involves i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  o f  the r a d ia t io n s ,  determ in­
a t io n  o f the e n e rg ie s  o f  the v a r io u s  components, th e ir  r e l a t i v e
1. R eferen ce B l.
2* S e e , fo r  example, R eferen ce HI, Chapters 11 and 12.
5. R eferen ce  Cl*
probabilities and order of emission, and finally, the weaving 
of the experimental data into a self consistent energy diagram.
A method for determining short half-life periods is also 
mentioned.
Fundamental to these investigations is the task of count­
ing accurately the radiations emitted. Accordingly, after a 
preliminary Chapter on Radioactivity, this topic is discussed 
first. The methods of determining the energies of the radiations 
and the decay schemes are then described, and, finally, a detailed 
account of experiments on the isotopes C o fe° and is given.
3*
chapter ___1.
THE FUNDAMENTALS OP RADIOACTIVITY 
1* 1. The Radiations.
The radiatior-s of interest in the experiments reported 
here are beta rays (high speed electrons) and gamma rays (electro­
magnetic waves). Either type is specified by its energy usually 
expressed in electron volts , and} whilst monoenergetic gamma rays 
are observed, a continuous energy distribution up to a well 
defined maximum is found among the beta particles. It  is 
assumed that the nuclear transformation corresponding to the 
emission of a beta particle involves an energy loss equal to the 
maximum energy WQ observed in the beta spectrum. A hypothetical 
particle, the neutrino, having no charge and very small mass 
takes away an amount of energy equal to the difference between
a
W0 and the energy observed for any particular beta particle •
Both beta particles and gamma rays can penetrate matter 
although the range of the gammas may be very much greater than 
that of the betas. Beta rays can also produce ionisation in a 
gas.
The continuous absorption of gamma rays in matter is due 
to three processes
(1) Photo-electric Effect
(2) Compton electron scattering
( 5) Pair Production.
The f ir s t  of these involves the ejection of an electron from 
the K, L or V shell of an atom and the complete absorption of the 
incident gamma ray. The photoelectrons are monoenergetic, their
1. One electron volt = 1.591 x 10" ^  erg.10^  electron volts
(1M .E.V .) = 951 M.U. (mass units)
* 1.768 x 10- 1 27 grm.
For gamma radiation, the energy and frequency are 
related by Planck’ s equation £ -
2, For a discussion of the Fermi Theory of Beta decay, 
see Kl, C2, or Ml pp. 40 et seq.
4k in e tic  energy being equal to the difference between the energy 
of the incident gamma ray and the binding energy of the electron 
in the atom. The second process may be regarded as one of 
e la s t ic  co llis io n  between a gamma ray and an e le ctro n 1« The 
Compton re c o il electrons are found to have a continuous dis­
tribution of energies up to a sharp maximum W c which is  related
2
to the energy W Y of the gamma radiation  by the formula
W t = ( M ,l)
In the third process the gamma ray disappears and a positron- 
electron pair is formed. Such a transformation is only possible 
when the energy of the gamma rays is greater than 1.02 M. e, v. and 
in the neighbourhood of a heavy nucleus. The threshold energy 
corresponds to the rest mass of an electron-position pair«
The inten sity  of a monochromatic beam of gamma rays, passing 
through matter decreases exponentially.
I « (M
where the absorption c o e ffic ie n t , JJ , can be expressed as a sum 
of p a rtia l co efficien ts
+  f*lomptvn *  (H>3)
I f  N be the number of absorber atoms per sq« cm. , the cross
, 3section per atom is
<? «  ¡-j/N
The cross sections for the processes (l) , (2) and (3) have been
a.calculated by H eitler . For a given absorber element process 
(l) is the most important at low energies, process (2) at inter­
mediate energies and process (3) at very high energies. Where 
process (2) predominates, fJL is  proportional to N Z  (there being 
Z  electrons per atom) ; thus JX is approximately proportional
See, for example, Reference S I , p« 281.
Reference D l, p. 65.
One has d I  = ® -/xr eu , which may be
compared with the defining equation (See Ref. H I, 
p. 325) of the "Cross Section"
Reference H2, Sections 13, and 20 resp.
5to f  , the d e n sity  o f the absorber. Consequently a "mass
absorption c o e f f ic ie n t " , fJ/p  , which is  p r a c t ic a lly  oonstant
fo r  a l l  elements may be d e fin e d  .  The p h o to e le c tr ic  ab sorption
xc o e ff ic ie n t  a t a great d ista n c e  from the absorption edge is
•—*Z/p rop ortion al to Z 6 and to £ * * For gamma energies in  excess
o f 1.02 M. e. v. where p a ir  production is  p o s s ib le , is  pro­
p o rtio n a l to Z 2* and in creases ra p id ly  with energy.
These fe atu res are displayed in  F ig . 1 .1  copied from 
H e it le r .
Lit
h r C 7-9
FIG . 1 .1  A bsorption c o e f f ic ie n t  fta s  a fu n c tio n  of 
gamma ray energy fo r  d if fe r e n t  absorbers. The components 
yiphotc , pc.mjrfon a*1* fo r  lead are sh0wn d° t t e d .
1« The s ig n ific a n c e  is  th a t one can express the 
absorption as a fu n c tio n  of grms per sq. cm. of 
absorber without s p e c ify in g  the absorber.
2. The "A bsorption Edge" is  defin ed  to be th at
point on the Absorption c o e f f ic ie n t  v. quantum 
energy curve where the io n is a tio n  p o te n tia l is  
equal to the energy o f the gamma ray .
6.
In passing through matter, fast charged particles lose 
energy follow ing deflections in the f ie ld s  o f nuclei and as a 
result o f in e la stic  co llis ion s  with atoms• According to the
classica l theory, the accelerations produced in the former pro­
cess are accompanied by radiation, whilst on the quantum theory 
there exist de fin ite  probabilities that ligh t quanta be emitted. 
The in e la stic  co llision s involve excitation  and ion isation  of
atoms. The cross sections for these two processes as a function
/of energy have been calculated by Heitler , and the energy loss 
per cm. as a function of primary energy o f electrons passing 
through lead is illustrated  in Pig* 1.2* Por other absorbers, 
the energy loss per cm* due to in e la stic  co llis ion s is pro­
portional to Z  and that due to "impulse radiatiorf is proportional 
to Z \
0*0/ o-i / J o  J o q  E - r n 0 c y
PIG. 1*2 Energy loss per cm. in lead as a function 
o f primary energy o f electrons.
Whilst a d e fin ite  range can be calculated for fast 
monoenergetic electrons , the d if f ic u lty  in obtaining a range- 
energy curve for beta particles lies  in the continuous d is t r i ­
bution of energy amocy them. It is found that the mean angle
1* Reference H2t Sections 17 and 2$ 
2. Reference H*2L, p. 22J.
7o f d e flection  o f beta particles after passage through an 
absorber layer increases with the atomic number o f the absorber* 
For thin layers the mean angle o f d e flection  is proportional to 
the square root of the thickness, but, as the latter is increased, 
tends to a constant value* "Back scatterin g", i.e* de flection  
through more than 90°, may occur. The intensity o f the radiation 
after passage through thickness x o f absorber is found to obey a
law ct_N =  _  J(z). N
&  X -
Thus^in investigating the intensity d istribution  o f a beta source, 
mounted on suitable backing^one is faced with the problems of 
allowing for back scattering and for s e l f  absorption in the 
source*
The density of ion isation  produced by a beta particle  in 
a gas varies along the track of the particle* However, one may 
define the "S p e c ific  Ionisation" as the average number o f ion 
pairs produced per cm. track at atmospheric pressure. The 
sp e c if ic  ion isation  is found to vary approximately as the inverse 
of the energy o f the beta particle . Since the ionisation  is 
proportional to the pressure , one has approximately for the 
average number of ion pairs produced by a charged particle  whose 
s p e c if ic  ion isation  is ^  , and length o f track ^  in a gas of 
pressure atmospheres
X = (!■'>£)
1»2. The Disintegrating Nucleus«
xI f  one assumes that the number o f nuclei disintegrating 
per seconi is proportional to the number of nuclei present, i* e.
dy  2 -XN  1‘ V )dt
1* Deviations from this proportionality are sometimes 
found, particularly at higher pressures.
2. The EutherforcLSoddy Theory of Transformations.
See, for example, El, p. 244.
8.
one obtains, by integration, the well known formula
n  -  N 0
for the activ ity  at time t . Equation ( l .2 ,  l) may be expressed 
in another way -  the probability that a nucleus disintegrate in 
a time interval dt is  proportional to dX •
P(?u) = \  dt (/,:?, 3)
Thus X is  a "transition  probability" i  I f  several inodes of 
disintegration are possible
X * X, + V + ...... (H ,^)
where \ ,} ...... are the several transition  probabilities .
XIt may be deduced that the mean l i f e  L o f  a nucleus and the 
half l i f e  T  of an aggregate o f  nuclei are given by the relations
L =  / a  (1.2, s)
a n d  T =
The existence o f d iscrete energy levels within the 
nucleus is inferred from the monoenergetic alpha particles and 
gamma rays observed in radioactive decay. The d if f ic u lty  of 
reconciling the continuous d istribution  o f  energy found among 
the beta particles with this hypothesis has been mentioned.
The energy of the parent must be equal to the energy o f 
the product plus the to ta l energies o f  the disintegration 
particles. In mass units,
Mass o f  Parent = Mass o f Product -+ Mass o f Particles
-f- K inetic Energies o f 
Particles
Pig. 1.5 shows the well known disintegration scheme of
3
Co40 and Pig. 1.4 that proposed by Rutledge et a l  for the 
isotope The latter is unusually complicated and provides
1. X is often called the "transformation constant"
2. L -  -  J'x
¿ N 0 -  No & KTj  '
3. Reference Rl.
9.
an excellent illu stra tion  of the piecing-together of 
information obtained by observations o f  the emitted gamma 
radiations. The overall agreement between the observed 
gamma energies and the differences between nuclear levels is 
very good* The branching ratios* of the alternative modes of 
decay are inferred from the relative in tensities of the observed
particles • Recent measurements 
for the isomer
c®60
i f  1-3
FIG* 1»3 Decay Scheme o f C o *
indicate a half l i f e  o f  270 days
FIG* 1*4 Decay Schemes o f 
proposed by Rutledge 
et al*
Decay schemes of the type shown in Fig* 1*5 where there 
is only one beta ray per disintegration are called "Simple*** 
Those of the type of Fig* 1*4 where two d is tin c t  half lives 
are observed are called "Compound**; that from the metastable 
level^  (T = 270 days) in which transitions may occur from the 
in it ia l  nuclear state to alternative levels in the product 
nucleus is called "Complex"*
1* Ratios o f the transition  probabilities .
2. Reference S2.
5. Reference Gl*
4. "Metastatole level" = Long lived excited state*
10«
CHAPTER
THE FUNDAMENTALS OF COUNTING
NUCLEAR RADIATIONS
2. 1« S e lf Quenching Geiger Counters»
A type o f  counter commonly used fo r  d e tectin g  beta  
and gamma rays consists  o f  an outer cy lin d er , the cathode, and 
a centre wire in  a g lass  envelope contain ing gas at reduced 
pressure (Fig* 2. l ) % A large p o te n tia l d iffe re n ce  is  maintained
FIG* 2. 1 (a) Geiger Counter FIG* 2. 1 (b ) Geiger Counter*
(Glass envelope) window to perm it beta
p a r t ic le  entry*)
across the terminals o f  the counter and the entry o f  any 
ion is in g  p a r t ic le  in to  the s e n s it iv e  volume o f  the counter 
in it ia te s  a d isch arge. In the case o f  S e lf  Quenching Counters, 
the d ischarge is terminated by an in tern a l mechanism* The 
primary io n isa t io n  may be caused by b eta  p a r t ic le s  d ir e c t ly ,  
provided the beta  p a r t ic le s  can penetrate the walls o f  the 
counter and reach the s e n s it iv e  volume* Counters with th in  
mica windows, th in  duralumin windows and glass bubble windows 
have been constructed fo r  th is purpose (F ig . 2 .1 (b ))*  Gamma 
rays are detected  from io n isa t io n  produced by Comptoa or Photo 
e lectron s e je c ted  from the walls o f the counter or the cylinder* 
The e le c t r i c a l  impulse caused by the d ischarge o f  the counter 
is  fed to an am plifier and e le c t r o n ic  counting c ir c u it  (F ig .2 .2 )*
Or Ì . H S S O K  « A  C T R L  
£ N V £ L . O P £
FIG. 2 .2  E le c t r ic a l  connection  to Geiger Counter
11*
The pulse size-voltage characteristic of a counter 
of the type shown in Pig. 2. l  is drawn in Pig* 2.5 for a 
strongly ionising alpha particle  and for  a weakly ionising 
cosmic ray** The counters discussed here are operated
PIG* 2« 5 Pulse size-voltage characteristic for a counter 
o f the 'type snown in Pig* 2. l .
in the Geiger region where, for a given operating voltage, the 
pulse size  is independent o f  the primary ionisation*
A s e lf  quenching Geiger counter may be constructed after 
the manner o f Pig. 2. 1. The cathode cylinder may be o f copper, 
stainless s te e l, lead or gold film  deposited on the g lass, and 
the centre wire o f tungsten (generally 0*00$m to 0*0 l2tt diameter) 
which can be sealed readily to glass* The counter may be f i l le d  
to approximately ID cans, pressure with a mixture of 90# monatomio 
gas (e*g. argon) and 10# po^atom ic gas (e*g* a lcohol). I f  one 
places a source close to a newly constructed counter and plots 
a curve o f counting rate against applied voltage, one obtains
1* See Reference K2, Pig. 1 .2t p. 13*
12.
a curve sim ilar to that of Fig. 2*4* The correct operating
FIG» 2.4 Counting rate plotted against applied voltage 
for a ty pi cal Geiger Counter.
point is roughly in the centre of the plateau* When one
examines the pulses obtained from the counter on a Cathode Ray 
O scilloscope, one observes patterns o f the type shown in Fig. 2.5* 
The rapid in it ia l  r ise  o f the pulse is called the "Break", the 
time interval for which no pulses occur follow ing the Break the
FIG* 2. 5 Output pulses from Geiger Counter* The 
Dead Time1 {"tT") ard the recovery time ( ) are shown.
13*
"Deal Time", and the time interval required for pulses fo llow ­
ing the Break to attain their fu l l  s ize  the "Recovery Time".
The "Resolving Time" o f a Counter is the minimum time interval 
between ionising events that are detected. Its value lies 
between the Dead Time and the Recovery Time and depends upon 
the e lectron ic circu its follow ing the counter* The "In trin s ic  
E fficiency" o f a Counter is defined as the probability that a 
discharge occurs when the ionising p a rtic le  enters the counter.
The theory of counter behaviour has been given by K orff •
A b r ie f summary of the essential features follow s. A single 
electron within the sensitive volume o f the counter is su ffic ie n t 
to in itia te  a discharge. The electrons formed in the primary 
ionising event are drawn towards the central wire in the 
neighbourhood o f which a "Townsend Avalanche" occurs. This 
avalanche is complete in less than a microsecond and the positive  
ion sheath remaining around the central wire lowers the f ie ld  in 
this region and terminates the discharge. Positive ions then 
travel out towards the cylinder, and, during this process which 
takes a hundred or more microseconds, the counter begins to recover. 
The purpose o f the polyatomic molecules is to absorb photons 
formed in the in it ia l  avalanche and those resulting from recom­
bination at the cathode* These photons would produce photo­
electrons and perpetuate the discharge. The d issociation  of the 
polyatomic molecules follow ing absorption o f photons is one of 
the reasons why the l i f e  of a s e l f  quenching Geiger counter is 
limited. The increase in plateau slope observed as the counter 
ages is due to an increase in spurious counts resulting from
incomplete absorption of photons. Spurious counts may also
i - f c  s pTQvjd4* *  r- say iy ■ seth r4t e *’ $. r-s !»-*•
result from the formation of negative ions within the counter.
1. See Reference K2, p. 91 et seq.
14*
The " I n t r in s ic  E ff ic ie n c y "  o f the counter may be 
shown to be*
_  jbQ- •=. \
in  the n o ta tio n  o f Chapter 1, equation ( l .  1, 6 ) . Thus, fo r  
example, fo r  a  fa s t  e le c tro n  C^)~30 ions per can* per atmosphere) 
trav ersin g  a path o f len gth 2 cms. in  a counter f i l l e d  with gas 
a t B cms* pressure*
Qc = 9 9 * 8 %
An expression fo r the recovery time in  terms o f constants
Xo f the counter is  given by K o rff • The recovery time is  
in v ersely  p ro p o rtio n al to the capacity o f  the centre wire and 
associated  w irin g , Increases with the radius o f the cy lin d er and 
decreases w ith the rad ius o f the centre wire*
The operating p o te n tia l depends on the type and pressure 
o f gas used and the diam eter o f  the centre wire* The noble 
gases have lower s ta r t in g  p o te n tia ls  than the common d iato m ic 
gases, w h ilst the a d d itio n  o f a polyatom ic gas to a monatomic 
gas r a is e s  the operating p o te n tia l from about 800 v o lts  to 
about 1100 vo lts* As the diameter o f  the centre wire is  
in creased , the operating p o te n tia l r ise s *
F la t  p lateaus are d e s ir a b le  and may be obtained by
3using a pure argon -  absolute a lc o h o l m ixture • Contam ination 
with a ir  r e s u lts  in  the form ation o f negative oxygen ions which 
produce spurious counts and cause the p lateau  slop e to rise*
2*2* S c a lin g  C ir c u its  and Recorders*
The e le c t r i c a l  impulses from the Geiger counter must 
be recorded a ccu ra te ly  and v is u a l  in d ic a tio n  o f the counts 
must be provided* An early  method o f achievin g th is  consisted
1. See Reference K2, p* 69*
2. See Reference K2, p* 94*
3* Spatz (Reference S3) quotes a mixture o f 95^ 
argon (99*8J6 pure) and 5^ ab so lu te  a lc o h o l.
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in amplifying and lengthening the Geiger pulses and applying 
them to the grid of a power tube which is normally nonconducting 
and which has in its plate circuit a telephone message reg iste r1*
A big disadvantage lies in the fact that the message register 
w ill not respond to more than about ten evenly spaced impulses 
per second. Since the resolving time of the Geiger counter is 
several hundred microseconds, counting losses in the Geiger 
counter w ill be negligible compared to recording losses which 
are large even at low counting rates. For example, i f  the 
Geiger Counter is responding to 10 random events per second, 
losses in the Geiger counter w ill be less than 0.5^ and those 
in the recorder 6 0 ^*
The speed of operation of an electro-mechanical register 
is limited electrically  by the time constant LA  of the winding and 
mechanically by the moment of inertia of the armature and the 
maximum torque which can be applied to it. The latter is 
limited by magnetic leakage, core saturation and permissible 
heat dissipation in the winding. The use of short square 
pulses to excite the winding is suggested by the last factor.
High speed mechanical registers have been developed.
Commercially^ the "Cyclotron Specialties Recorder" w ill respond
to at least 50 evenly spaced impulses per second and the "Cenco"
meter to at least 120. A recorder of Swedish design and marketed
by Tracer lab Inc. is capable of registering over 500 impulses per
second. Several fast counting meters using the mechanism of a
watch with the escapement replaced by an electrically  operated
Xrelease have been constructed • A recorder capable of operat-
3
ing in about 1 /2 0 0 0  sec. has been described by Keher •
1» An electro-me chanical device used in automatic 
exchanges to record the number of outgoing calls 
initiated by a subscriber.
2. See, for example, Reference Tl*
5. See Reference HI.
E le c t r o n ic  c ir c u i t s  fo r  o p e ra tin g  m ech an ical r e g is t e r s  
are  d iscu sse d  by Lewis *• A c i r c u i t  d esign ed  by the w r ite r  is  
d escrib ed  in  Chapter 5*
With the developm ent o f  the fa s t^  s ca le- o f-  iT % the
maj °* r e s p o n s ib i l i t y  fo r  counting lo s s e s  may be tra n s fe rre d  to
the G eiger counter w ith  i t s  r e s o lv in g  tim e o f s e v e r a l  hundred
3m icroseconds, and, at the same tim e, slow  m ech an ical re co rd e rs  
may be used« a S c a le - o f - 2  may be d efin ed  as an e le c t r o n ic
4 .
c i r c u i t  in  which one output p u lse  is  obtained fo r  every  two
in p u t p u lses l a  s c a le - o f -  aT' c o n s is ts  o f  n  s c a le s - o f - z in
s e r ie s *  The o r i g i n a l  T hyratron  s c a le - o f - a  has the m erit o f
s im p lic it y  bu t the d isad van tage o f  a  ra th e r  lon g r e s o lv in g  time*
The l a t t e r  is  r e la t e d  to th e  d e io n is a t io n  tim e which may occupy
a p erio d  as la r g e  as 1 m illise co n d *  This long r e s o lv in g  tim e
£
may lead  to counting lo s se s  o r }worse, to "jamming" o f  the 
s caler*
■q? ... y  _  *  j  *•-»«•>>>. - j t -  „
Hard tube s c a le s - o f -  x  u s u a lly  c o n s is t  of two vacuum
tubes coupled to geth er in  the manner o f the E cc le s-J o rd a n
T rigger c i r c u i t  • A d e s c r ip t io n  o f  such a  c i r c u i t  due to 
sR o tb la t and based on an o r ig i n a l  d e s ig n  by Stevenson and
a
G e ttin g  w i l l  be found in  Chapter 5 ; th is  c i r c u i t  con tain s 
a fe e d -b a ck  loop which con verts the s c a le - o f  2 to a s c a le - o f -io«
16 *
1* See R eferen ce L I , p* 92  e t  seq*
2. "E ast" in  th at i t s  in p u t r e s o lv in g  tim e is  le s s  
than 100 /I se c s .
3* (and th e r e fo r e  not too c o s t ly )*
4* The f i r s t  s c a le - o f - z was d esign ed  by C.E. Wynn-Williams 
See R eferen ce Wl*
5« A d is c u s s io n  o f the d e io n is a t io n  time may be found 
in  R eferen ce R2 , p* 398 and in  R eferen ce T2 , p* 347*
6* Both th y x a tio n s  rem aining a lig h t*  See R eferen ce  L I, 
PP. 82, 85.
7 * R eferen ce  EE.
8* R eferen ce R3*
9* R eferen ce S4*
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"Ring Circuits" providing any desired scaling  ratio 
have been described '. In general, these do not appear to 
be as re lia b le  as hard tube scales- of- 1 ; however, when driven 
from a cathode fo llow er, more satisfactory  operation is obtained • 
A good general account of scalers and recorders (up to 
1942) may be found in Reference LI, Chapter VIII.
2.5. Counting Losses.
In discussing counting losses one must know the 
distribution  in time of the radiated particles and the be­
haviour o f the detector and auxiliary apparatus when subject to 
such radiations. The mathematical approach to the subject of 
counting losses is sim plified by the use o f the Laplace Trans-
formation % a knowledge of which is assumed in the following 
4treatment •
It has been shown in Chapter 1 (equation 1*2, $) that 
the probability that a nucleus disintegrate in a time interval 
dt  is equal to X^t . For N nuclei, the probability o f a 
disintegration is N \d t  , or where -rv is  the average dis-r 6
integration rate • From this i t  follow s that the probability 
of exactly ■»% disintegrations in a time interval £ is
= M T  Cm ,/)
~yr\ }
One notes that
i - ^ e[i +..]
=  I as
The expected number o f events, in a time interval £
» \  <% o
and the variance ^
cr"- ^ ( L < t )
i t  should 
is
C m )
Hv -  û *■>
1. References TS2 and S5.
2. Dr. K. Landeoker, private communication.
3* See, for example, Reference C4.
4. The arguments used here are based on Reference El.
5. It is assumed that N is sensibly constant over the 
period o f observation.
6. Reference LI, p. 115.
18.
i ,  e, <r *= V^t 3,3)
Equations (2. ^ # 2) and (2. 3, 5) express the im portant f a c t  
that an experim ental determ ination o f ^  from a t o t a l  number 
o f observations obtained in  t im e t  is  s u b je c t to a f r a c t io n a l  
error *
The p ro b a b ility  th a t the f i r s t  d is in te g r a tio n  occur in  
at time t  from a chosen o rigin * is  equal to the p ro b a b ility  
th a t no d is in te g r a tio n  occurs in  t  and one in  d t  .
i .  e. AfJ = ^
or />, *  AP, *  (p.
dtf. ¿it
where /?( is  defined to be the P r o b a b ility  D en sity  fo r  the f i r s t
event. One can a ls o  d efin e  the p ro b a b ility  d e n sity  fo r the
, Xevent •
— A / j
{y
where AP^ is  the p ro b a b ility  th a t the ^  d is in te g r a tio n  
occur in  d t  a t  i" • C on sid eration  of P ig , 2 .6  leads to the
o X t* cC\^
FIG. 2 .6 .
f tJ  />**, ( A ) ¿ * A  ¿¿6
L  { K -.  ]  • L  {
1. The o r ig in  is  a rb itr a r y  and may th erefo re  be taken 
at a d is in te g r a t io n  (or "event")
2. The o r ig in  is  again q u ite  a rb itra ry  and in  the d is ­
cussion o f counting lo sse s  occurs a t an event,
3« Reference C4, p. 37»
r e la t io n
AP
Thus
L  { ~
19.
and hence1
L(M= lUNir =
from which i t  follow s that
h _
One observes that
/ M > "  -  ¿ S -  M ' “ !0 v
= I
(5-3,5)
<5 3, ¿)
which expresses the certainty that, provided one waits long 
enough, the *mt^  event w ill be observed.
The mathematical theory o f counting losses provides 
information on the mean time interval between events and the 
spread in time (standard deviation) o f successive events about 
the mean. Provided one knows the probability  density function, 
both of these quantities may be determined readily by means of 
the Laplace Transformation. One has
L {/>«)!, = jT />£)
=  f ! & ) d t +  f e /#■)<#* ( ? \ t )
i -  +■ <£ e  +
where f r is defined to be the moment o f the d istribution .
One obtains t* by expanding L , which is obtained from a
Table of Transforms^ , in a power series in sb , and equating the
coe ffic ien t o f to fcLjT F*5 • The variance is obtained by
y-
reca lling  that
^  = e -  tnv
1. Reference C4, p. 295, Transform 8.
2. Reference C4, p. 294, Operation 11 and p. 29 5 , 
Transform 2*
5« See, for example, Reference C4, pp. 294-^02*
4* c*v —
C et#)dt -  2 t£ tfa )d t + & )*£ ^ ) d tJo
-  V
(3-3, <0
20.
For example, as fa r  as the r a d io a c t iv e  so u rce  is  concerned
!>,&) — n , -L
L{ == 'Tv
'n+sH = 0 -  -
1 —. -j! +- - ' J v ------- -
and hence F » i,i r v (j.3,/0)
and o“1 — jL _ nv
or cr = ±  ■=. •>V t (?•*, H)
That i s , the average in t e r v a l  between even ts is equ al to  the
r e c ip r o c a l  o f the average d is in t e g r a t io n  r a t e ,  and the stan d ard  
d e v ia t io n  o f the in t e r v a l  i s  eq u al to  the average in te r v a l*
The p r o b a b il ity  d e n s ity  fu n c tio n  fo r  the event is  
(eq u a tio n  2. 3, 5)
J w * ) =•
'Vvm' / -m- f — *>v 1
l {m )| l  "TU XW-f ^
y m .
— 1 -
Hence __ "232^
'K V
G'*' — -  ( £ - ) "
" » W .
TV'"
o r =•
\FyZ\
O-V*)
(A 3, 13)
The s ig n if ic a n c e  o f  equations (2 . 3 * X2 ) and ( 2 . 3 , 13) 
in  r e la t io n  to (2 .3 , 10) an d (2 . 3 ,  l l )  may be grasped from  the 
fo llo w in g  i l l u s t r a t i o n .  Suppose a p e r fe c t  d e te c to r  is  exposed 
to a  s o u r c e s  and connects d i r e c t ly  to a  re co rd in g  c i r c u i t .
The average sp acin g  betw een input p u lse s  to  the re c o rd in g  c ir ­
c u it  i s  and the standard d e v ia t io n  o f  the sp a cin g  betw een
s u c c e s s iv e  p u lses  is  Now suppose the sou rce s tr e n g th
*
is  in crea sed  by a fa c t o r  w  and th a t a  p e r fe c t  s ca le- o f - -m. is
1. Having zero  r e s o lv in g  tim e (See d e f in i t io n  p. 2 l) 
arjd th e re fo r e  not s u b je c t  to  lo s s e s .
2 l *
placed between detector and recorder. The average spacing 
between input pulses to the recording circu it is again but 
the standard deviation is now reduced from to ^  .
The e ffe ct o f the scaler is to reduce the numbers of short and 
long intervals.
I
In an experimental set-up, one has a detector , scaling 
circu it arid recording unit each liab le  to introduce counting 
losses. The probability density function for the events exciting 
the detector has been determined (equation (2*5, 4 )) . The 
density function is modified by the detector because o f counting 
losses resulting from its  f in ite  resolving time, by the scaler 
because o f the scaling factor (and because of counting losses i f  
the scaler resolving time exceeds that o f the d etector), and by 
the recorder because o f counting losses. The problem,then, is 
to determine the density function for the recorded events, the 
resolving characteristics of the equipment being given. Prom 
this density function one deduces the average rate at which 
events are recorded and the standard deviation. Allowance can 
then be made for counting losses and a s ta t is t ic a l  arror can be 
assigned the corrected resu lt. A lternatively, given certain 
cr iteria , one can deduce the optimum c ir cu it  requirements.
A "Resolving Characteristic" is ascribed to a counter, 
and two lim iting cases occur in practice;
1) The counter records an event and is ,  unresponsive
for a defin ite  time interval * *  during which further events are 
lost. T is the " IT extended Resolving Time".
2) The counter records an event and is unresponsive for 
a time interval t  provided no further events occur. I f ,  during 
the interval t  , an event occurs, i t  is lost and in itia tes the 
unresponsive time r  . t  is  the "Extended Resolving Time".
1. In the experiments reported here, a Geiger counter 
with resolving time ^  200 /-tsecs.
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Experimentally one determines which type o f reso lv ing  
characteristic  is to be ascribed to a c ircu it  by measurements 
with groups o f three pulses whose re la t iv e  separations can be 
varied. I t  is observed that counters cannot usually be 
c la ss ified  s t r ic t ly  under the one or the other o f these two 
types. However, since most counters have a reso lv ing  
characteristic  tending more towards the one than the other, 
re lia b le  calculations can be made on the bas is  of such 
c lassification *
The e ffec t o f the reso lv ing characteristic  o f a counter 
is to introduce counting losses. Mathematically, the e ffec t  
is to modify the density function ';
¡>Lt) (2- 3, li)
where f t t )
u ( - t - - i ) *=
u ( 't -t ) f>$) 
o , t < \ (?■ Ì ,  's')
1 , i  >  1 )
One has r ^ ) a t = H * <  1 ,
and hence the normalised density function fo r counted events
is
Now L [ = 1 -  x l P  + ^T! .........
3
and hence L £ - R *  [ l  -*<3 -t* + <£ t * %......Vi
]
where R* =• C  p  ft) d t
'o
(2 3 ,n )
Thus, for a non-extended reso lv ing  time, one obtains 
the Laplace transformation of , the un-normalised modified
density function, and expands i t  in a power series in^3 . The
1. Notation; (one ) ( f i r s t  )
(two / sta r  -  output o f (second; 
(three) (th ird  )
2. Normalising the density function expresses the 
certainty o f a further counted event.
3. C. f* equation (2. J, 8)
counting
unit
25.
zero moment term is the reciprocal o f  the normalising factor.
The average interval between counted events and the standard 
deviation o f the interval between counted events are obtained 
as described before.
When the counter has an extended resolving time, every 
event, whether counted or not, in itia tes  the dead time, and
consequently the probability that an event be counted is
jT  oc t 't - 't )  ¡o ( t )d t
Thus "H* *  ^  R* •
where A* is defined in (2*5 * 17) and W  he obtained from 
equation (2. 5 , l 6) .
It is proposed to illu stra te  the principles described 
above by considering counting losses resulting from an experi­
mental arrangement in which a Geiger counter having a 
extended resolving time r, is followed by a scale-of-^n  which 
has a nox>extended resolving time ^  and which precedes
a recording circu it having an extended resolving time • This 
is the arrangement used in the experiments described in Chapter 6 .
The density function for the events fed to the Geiger 
counter is (equation 2* 5 , 4)
 ^ it) ss
The un-normalised density function for the output of the
count er is
b* (t) =  U.
I
One has
= I-J(r, + h *-%,) ...J (2 ' 3j ,cj )
Comparing this resu lt with equation (2*5, 16) , one finds
1. IA, L*- --ry.L t-'cl)-r\.-e -n.'C /JL
- ~nCi-*L *
Ref. C4, Theorem 1, p. 22. Ftf) 
result quoted.
in the notation of 
^  -¿^  * Hence the
24« 
R*
v -
Thus, for the Geiger counter alone, the observed output rate is 
-n* =  - = r  =  .
t* l + r\T,
The corrected disin tegration  rate is inferred from the observed 
rate by rewriting this equation in the form
One could calculate the probability of observing exactly-m, 
events in a time in terval i  by noting * that
Pitt) =  i *  [ f c f l d t  -  it)dt]
and from this the standard error in • This enables 
calculation of the standard error in and hence of that in  
the value of 'n deduced from equation (2*3, 2l)« The calculation  
is not attempted here* One usually ascribes to ^  a fra ctio n a l  
error '/fct (c*f. the discussion immediately follow ing equation 
(2.3, 5)).
Provided r x is less than -r, , the input resolving time
of the scaler does not introduce counting losses. (Mathematically,
the density function is not altered by the new factor u^-Tv")
since the factor k- ( X t ‘) keeps i t  at zero t i l l  time t , > )
1
One has
= [Lf  ^PttfT ■
( a - x  < * » • « >
u .  ( t - m - t , )  X  ( i ~  m - c ,)>n' , ^ ~ >v' X 7VvT')  y 3 $ )
1. -R+ is the probability of observing -m, or
more events in the in terval Co;t) ,
2« TJT7T Pig. 2«6 and the discussion pertaining thereto.
3« Eef. C4, Operations 11 and 12, p. 294, and Transform 3, 
p. 295. See also footnote 1, p. 23«
and hence
-L u*u^  r <t ) =
25.
I f ,  now, ^  < 'm t, , the recording c ircu it  does not 
introduce further loss. One may expand equation (2 .5 , 22).
L ( a”  .... ) (i ...£
=• I —  S&  (  /7l'r /) f  J f  [  t m 'T|)ï +• -îr v Ç ^ O
I ♦
-t- _^222—jEj”! 4 ** -  (5- 3,2 ^'T'V J J
Comparison with equation (2 .5 , l6) and use o f (2 .5 , 9) y ield
"P* =
f e - V 5)
Thus
or
O'"
—  / =r / ? !  ..■M(/ + 'nTl)
'n **
(4-3,34)
I -yyx'rJ* ' r (
The fractional error in ^  is taken as *
On the other hand, i f  >  ^n-r, , losses in the recording 
c ircu it must he taken into account* It is assumed that ^ 3  is  
an extended resolving time. This is roughly the case when the
mechanical recorder is o f the message register type. The
SL
density function for the recorded event is
\ 7^ , $ ^ (£1 ,17 )
with Laplace Transform*
x -t
M  r « }  -
Expansion o f the rig h t hand side o f  equation (2 .5 , 28) in  a 
power series  in  , and comparison with equation ( 2 . 5 ,  l6) gives
R r r v ( ^ - ^ X , )  -  T^,y
TT-=- o  ’
1. More accurately this could he calculated as outlined 
previously
2. jb***#;) ==. -JL jb**#-) . The factor
can he omitted for the same reason that was
omitted in the preceding case.
5. Reference El, equations (5 8 ) and (59)*
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The observed counting rate is calculated from equation 
(2*3 , 18) where the input rate is given by the reciprocal of
t** in equation (2*3, 25) • Thus
— ->x(-r5 — *vì r , ) m-t<> 'n'*' (A-3,3°)
* ^ (  I f  j v c V )
In practice, one m ultiplies the observed rate by the scaling
.ra tio , and hence the overa ll e ffic ien cy  G- in per cent is
£,  . = K>0_. <T (3.3 i(>
77777 —  -r! '
or ,from equation (2 . 3 , 26),
6 /oo- T ( x ,  O K t,) =  M /V f/
Alaoglu and Smith* 3how that equation ( 2 . 3 ,  31) may be
(3 ?, Ì3-)
expressed in terms o f the incomplete Gamma function which is 
3tabulated •
a -^22 f  1 -  I  {•K. { - vi  -  '>~flI +• >vT 1 **» 1
The e ffic ien cy  o f the recorder alone is 
= /oof I -  I {x-Orj-mr,} , -►»]]K t o r d i c
Considering the hypothetical case where X, - o f Alaoglu and 
Smith draw, for d ifferen t values o f > t t two series o f  graphs, 
one relating £ and >v  ^ a^nd the other^ £r and %
is the rate at which impulses are fed to the recorder^ and 
so the latter series of graphs shove the e ffic ien cy  o f the 
recorder for the same average input rate from scaling circu its 
o f different scaling factors. From equation (2 .3 , 25) one 
has
cr
and so there are re la tive ly  more of the longer and shorter 
intervals for lower scaling factors. This causes a rela tive
reduction in e ffic ien cy  for , but an increase for-»*v
1» Reference Al.
2. r ( K , ^ )  = ff*-*'**'"'^*
r
rcM =
3* Reference PI.
4* See equation (2 .3 , 26) ; x,^o.
> 1  • Hence the rather surprising cross-over of the
graphs at = / .
27*
FIG* 2.7 Efficiency of Recorder plotted against ( l ) ^ ^  
(2) /W for different values of is average input rate
to Geiger counter, is scaling factor and -rr is resolving time 
of recorder*
In the experiments described in Chapter 6, a scaling 
factor of 100 was employed. Since the resolving time of the 
Geiger counters used was never less than 150 psecs* and the 
resolving time of the recorder was about 15 milliseconds, the 
counting rate n  was obtained from (2*5, 26) and the fractional 
error in m was taken as ]/\F^t .
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CHAPTER 3.
THE COINCIDENCE COUNTING TECHNIQUE 
5» 1» Introduction«
Radiation detectors su ffic ie n tly  close together may he 
actuated "simultaneously" hy
(a) the same p a rtic le ,
(b) d ifferent p articles  originating  simultaneously or in 
rapid succession from a common disturbance,
and (c) d ifferen t p articles  resu ltin g  from d ifferen t causes.-- , ti£ . squa*a .u - n .2&g ■. . mg a .2*1 ih frv , . tMS'i
The re g is tra tio n  of a "Coincidence" due to any of these 
causes may be effected by connecting two or more detectors to an 
electro n ic c ircu it 1 which is designed to give an output pulse 
whenever a l l  the detectors are actuated within a time in terval 
called the "Coincidence Resolving Time" of the apparatus.
.
Coincidences of type (a) may be used for determining gamma 
ray energies; in th is , corrections for coincidences of types (b) 
and (c) axe necessary. Coincidences of type (b) may re su lt from 
nuclear disintegrations or from Cosmic ra y s ; in quantitative  
investigations, corrections for a l l  types of unwanted coincidences 
must be made. Coincidences of type (c) are "Chance Coincidences", 
the counting of which has application  to the accurate determination 
of the coincidence resolving time of a two channel system.
5« 2. Chance Coincidences.
Chance Coincidences involve coincidences of type ( c ) , 
and occur whenever a l l  channels of a coincidence c irc u it  are  
receiving input pulses. Consequently, in counting coincidences 
of types (a) or (b) , one must be able to  determine q u ick ly^ r to
1. The design of a suitab le c ircu it is discussed in
Section 5.2» ? and the description of the c irc u it  designed 
by the author is  given in the appendix.
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calculate readily the contribution of chance coincidences 
to the to ta l coincidence rate. In this connection, the 
importance o f using e lectron ic  circu its which posses a constant 
resolving time w ill be apparent from the follow ing discussion 
which is a modified account o f the treatment by Eckart and 
Shonka *•
Consider an n -fold  coincidence circu it and suppose 
that the excitation  of the ith  detector by an incident p artic le  
at time it produces at the input from the i**1 to the mixing 
stage a square pulse beginning at £c and o f length tv , constant 
and thus independent o f  and o f  the nature o f the incident 
partic le . Suppose, further, that the i*h detector is such 
that r e -excitât ion within time tv is not possib le , i . e* the 
resolving time o f the detector is greater than tv • In 
addition, let the counting rate in the ith detector be such 
that counting losses due to the resolving time o f the detector 
are negligible. F inally, suppose that a coincidence is observed 
at time t i f # f i r s t ly ,  at this time, whilst pulses are being 
fed to the mixer from each o f  channels, a particle  is
detected in the remaining channel, and i f ,  secondly, the time 
overlap of a l l  ^  pulses at the mixer is  not less than f  .
For an n -fold  coincidence c ir cu it , "chance coincidences 
of the f i r s t  kind" are defined as coincidences due to the 
superposition of mixer input pulses, no two o f which are related 
causally; chance coincidences o f  the second kind are those in 
which two events are causally simultaneous and events are
accidentally simultaneous; other types of coincidences may be 
defined sim ilarly.
On the basis of what has been said above, the probability 
P(t) dif  that a coincidence2,is observed in a time increment d/t
at t is equal to the product o f  the probability that a particle  
is  detected in  one of the channels in dt at t and the probability
1* Reference 352.
2 .  ( o p  T H f  F i ^ s r  K ltu p \
2 0 *
that, at t  , there are being fed to the mixer stage from each 
of the other (n -/) channels pulses whose time d istribution  is 
such that a l l  o f the -rv pulses persist at least t i l l  time *
Thus the channel must have been actuated in the interval 
3 t)  , the probability o f which is [ t - ( t +  f -  ^  ' 
where /V»* is the average input rate. Hence
P$)d,t = . N} fa -f)..Nn
+ N» d f f«v, fr-dNsh - f ) ............ Nn ( ^ - f)]
■f .....................................................................
+ ¿k [  N,(r, - f ) . A /^ -p ) JVv, K -. -f)}
01 P(t) = N, [-r, - f ) ........ £_L. + (3.2,/)
For a two-fold circu it where chance coincidences o f  the f ir s t  
kind only occur, this becomes
P(t) = N,N, [ ( * - / ) * & -& ]  <?•*.*)
The term in the square brackets is obviously twice the
xcoincidence resolving time , and i f  this is to be a constant, 
the pulse widths must be constant (independent o f counting rate, 
detected particle  etc«) and the minimum overlap time must be 
constants On the other hand, the resolving time may be varied 
by altering the pulse widths at the mixer input, or by altering 
the mixer c ircu it so that f  is changed*
Equation (2*2,2 ) expresses the fact that the chance coin­
cidence rate C is given by
C - N, V* [ (t, - f )  + P
=  N,NX . 3.T
(3S,i)
Obviously, the resolving time may be determined by observing 
simultaneously the chance coincidence rate and both channel 
impulse rates when the detectors are excited from independent
1* See the second paragraph in Section 2.2* 
2* It is assumed equally probable that each 
counter be actuated first*
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sources. Experim ental v e r i f ic a t io n  o f the constancy o f the 
fr a c t io n  c/n, fo r the equipment designed by the author is  
described in  Se ctio n  6. 1; the dependence o f C on and tv is  
also v e r if ie d . S e v e ra l c ir c u its  have been described in  the 
l ite r a tu r e  in  which the re so lv in g  time is  a ltered  by varying f . ;
Thus the s ig n ific a n c e  o f equation (5 .2 , 2) is  th a t , f i r s t l y ,  
i t  provides a means o f determ ining the re s o lv in g  time o f a 
coincidence c ir c u it ,  and secondly , once the re so lv in g  time has 
been determ ined, the co n trib u tio n  o f chance coincidences to the 
to ta l  observed number o f coin ciden ces, may be calcu lated  q u ick ly . 
More e x a c tly , the co n trib u tio n  of the chance coincidence ra te  
to the t o t a l  observed coincidence ra te  would be
C — (/V, — £ r )  ( a/v -  £ r )  • ($'2,
where Cris the coincidence r a te  o f events re la te d  c a u sa lly .
Por tr ip le  coin ciden ce, the p r o b a b ility o f cl coincidence 
o f the f i r s t  kind in  a t t  , i s ,  from equation (3 .2 , 1)
%>) ^  -/>j]
The p ro b a b ility  o f coincidences o f the second kind also  must
be deduced,and nis  found to be
9(0 ®  l^i ^3 [ ftv-f) *
where Tcj  is  the sm aller o f xv and j^*
and Njy is  the r a te  o f simultaneous a ctu a tio n  of d e te cto rs t 
and j  by p a r t ic le s  re la te d  ca u sa lly .
5. 3. Coincidence Absorption Measu rements o f Gamma Ray Energies.
The experim ental technique, P ig . 3. 1, co n sists  f i r s t l y
in  the production by the gamma rays from the source S o f Compton
n 3electron s in  a s u ita b le  ra d ia to r  K ,  and secondly in  the measure­
ment o f rate  o f e lectro n  coincidences (type (a)) as a fu n ctio n  o f
1. See, fo r  example, Reference B7*
2. Reference E2.
3. S e ctio n  1. 1.
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the thickness o f an absorber H between the two detectors, 
a double window Beta Counter, and 8* , a single window Beta
PIG. 5. 1 Experimental Arrangement for measuring 
Compton electron Coincidences. See also Plate 4b.
Corrections to the observed coincidence rate for 
cosmic coincidences, for possible gammas gamma coincidences 
and for  chance coincidences must be made. Determination o f 
the contribution of the Cosmic rate together with the gamma- 
gamma rate is effected  by increasing R t i l l  the observed rate 
fa lls  to a constant value. The chance coincidence rate may 
be evaluated from equation (3*2, 3)*
The evaluation o f the energy o f  the hardest gamma ray 
may be effected  by comparison with the graph o f Curran, Dee 
and Petrzilka, in which Compton electron range is related to 
incident gamma ray energy^
A second method for investigating the gamma spectrum 
consists in using the method o f Pig. 3.1,3X11 in determining the 
thickness o f absorber necessary to reduce the coincidence rate 
to one h a lf, one quarter, -  -  -  -  o f the zero absorber rate.
The way in which the spectrum is resolved from these observations 
is described in Chapter 4.
3»4. Kuclear Disintegration Schemes.
(i)  The experimental technique. This involves the 
following steps -
(A) Determination o f background for each counter used.
1. The beta counters used in the experiments o f Chapter 6 
are reproduced in Plate 3, (b ) , X  c ) , (d) •
2. See Reference C3*
Counter .
x
S R  I
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(B) Determination of the cosmic coincidence rate for
each pair of counters connected in coincidence in the succeeding 
Isteps •
(c) The single Beta counting rate is determined as a 
function of thickness of absorber placed between source and 
counter*
(D) Gamma-Gamma coincidences are investigated*
(E) The Beta;-gamma coincidence rate is observed as a 
function of thickness of absorber placed before the beta counter.
(E) The energy of the gamma rays is investigated by the
methods outlined in Sections 3* 5 and 4.2.
Step (C) yields the absorption curve for the whole Beta
ray spectrum. The thickness of absorber necessary to stop a l l
beta rays provides a measure of the energy of the hardest beta 
X
ray , and, i f ,  beyond this point, a steady counting rate above 
the background is observed, one can infer that the disintegration  
involves at least one gamma ray*
Two beta counters may be used to determine whether gamma- 
gamma coincidences o coin:; sufficient absorber is placed between 
each counter and the source to remove a l l  beta particles. In 
determining the gammas gamma rate, one aUDws for cosmic coin» 
cidences, and for chance coincidences whose contribution to the 
coincidence rate may be calculated from equation (5*2, $)•
The beta ray absorber in front of one of the counters 
used in the preceding step is removed and step ( l )  is carried 
out. Allowance is made for the cosmic rate, the chance rate 
and the gammar»gamma rate which has been determined in the 
preceding step* To interpret the experimental results, it  is 
convenient, at this point, to consider special disintegration  
s ch ernes.
1* The counters are placed in a horizontal plane to keep 
the cosmic rate to a minimum ,and should be used in the 
same geometry throughout the experiment*
2. See Chapter 4.
( i i )  One Beta P artic le , One Gamma Ray» In the f ir s t  
place, suppose that a nucleus of the isotope being investigated 
decays with the emission of one beta particle  to an excited 
state o f the product which loses its  excess energy by the 
radiation of one gamma ray, IFig. 5*2)»
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Step (C) has given the beta ray end point energy and has shown 
the presence o f at least one gamma ray. Step (D) has shown that 
there are no gamma-gamma coincidences. This does not mean 
necessarily that there is only one gamma ray per disintegration, 
flow le t us suppose that there are N disintegrations per second and 
le t  the net e ffic ie n c ie s  o f the counters be and for gamma 
rays aid and for beta particles» The net e fficien cy  
is given by
6 = ¿£ t t  j C^ Uj 0
where is the in tr in s ic  e ffic ien cy  o f  the counter for the
detection of the radiation in the element o f so lid  angle
/
subtended at the source. The follow ing relations hold* 
c N,(x) s c/vf(x) t /v/f =■ Mef F&) * N e? 
where Ffc) is the fra ction  o f  beta particles penetrating the 
thickness x o f absorber.
1» The prefix  id en tifies  the step, the superscript, the 
radiation, and the subscript, the counter. The 
expressions on the le ft  are counting rates and they 
represent the corrected observed rate in each case
e* g- , %refers to counter 1 in step iC) arid represents
the tota l observed counting rate (corrected for back- 
ground) for absorber thi ckness x •
epresents the observed coincidence rate in 
step ( l)  corrected for Cosmic, Chance and y-V 
coincidences.
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Nv*P  111\ — 0
pNf Nt’i
- N
£ < « — Ni?
Nef
t-N? •a Nel
the last three relations
, N £ o-) =  xr
£ M 1 (A
£ M ft*). etft = W
£ N a (*•')
(3u,3) 
(?• », *0
(i- u , l)  
(3^7)
<$-%*)
deduces
(*-m )
(J tt, io)
We may summarise the case o f one beta p a rtic le , one 
gamma ray per disintegration by noting;
Step (C) gives the absorption curve of the beta ray 
and its  end point energy, and indicates the presence of gamma 
rays.
Step (D) shows that there are no gammas gamma coincidences* 
Prom step (E) , one finds that the ra tio  **//v/3 plotted as 
a function o f absorber thickness is a constant, and is , in fa c t , 
equal to the net e ffic ien cy  o f counter 2 for the emitted gamma 
ray* One may calculate a lso , from equation (3*4, 10), the source 
strength.
Finally, extrapolation of the curve C/V, (k) to x - o  
enables the net e ffic ien cy  £? to be determined, whilst € f  may 
be determined from equation (3*4, 4 ).
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( i i i ) Complex Beta Hay Spectrumv One Gamma JRay per 
Disintegration. In this scheme, the nucleus has an 
alternative method of decay, (Pig. 5« 2) •
PIG. 3* 5 Complex Beta Spectrum. Fi Co) is the fraction  o f  
nuclei decaying hy way of transition.
In the previous notation, the relations which hold are*
c.H w = IV <=5 [ifw  -  Sw ] +• N «r tS-U,!))
-  o (3. 4, /2.>
» n T = ’3)
o H l = N c i (S
e N £  <k) =  Nef <5«, »5)
t Nf(x) •= Nfei [f,W + F.w l (?• >£)
' t- N t = N i X
dH fitx) 
fCx)
*  F^ x.) _
Fit*) v  » 
NjQ
£ N ? *  (X)
=  c 'f i t * ) Ci '? )
N ? .  * H Î _ w + ft«} (34,2 0 )
e H ^  <*> FUx)
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One additional re la tio n  holds, namely
F, co) + 1°) »  i (3 .
I f  one examines these equations, one finds that 
there are s ix  unknowns -  ) cj J /V.
Kow one may suppose that €* has been determined in a previous 
experiment, such as described in the preceding sectio n *. Then 
by extrapolating t/ V ^ j to *=o , and noting equation (5 .4 , 2 i) 
one determines N  • From equations (5.4 , 1 3 ) and (5 .4 , 14), one 
evaluates and resp ectively. Then, by extrapolation of 
. *h.  ^ to x = o one obtains iSco) and hence
b N \
The information obtained may be summarised;
Step (C) gives the to ta l beta absorption curve and the 
end point of the energy of the harder beta p a r tic le  and indicates 
the presence of at least one gamma ray.
Step (D) shows that there are no gamma-gamma coincidences.
As a consequence of step (E) , equation (5*4, 19), one
obtains the absorption curve for the softer beta ray and hence its
Aend point energy. The ratio  ' * decreases to zero as the 
thickness of the absorber increases.*
Other quantities of in terest are deduced as described above. 
( iv) One Beta P a r tic le . Several Gamma Hays per Pis Integra* 
tion. The simplest case o f two gamma rays is illu stra te d  in
Fig. 5.4.
1. The in tr in s ic  e ffic ie n c y  for beta p a r tic le  detection  
does not depend upon beta ray energy and is p ra ctica lly  
equal to un ity, so that this assumption is ju s t if ie d  
provided the same geometry is used.
2. of. the case (section  (?Y)) where the Beta spectrum
is simple : -  a constant.
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R elations o f  in te re s t  are*
c Cf) = N fix) +- ( N t* +- N e*} • ' )
-  M { e? + e* 4-..3 4- [ l *  4 **
+ * * L ^ l  4 ^ 4 ........4 . V 3 }
>NÏ -  N  { ei‘ 4 c f -4 ...4 *X~}
and
► MX -  N f t ?  4 * ? 4 ... 4 i f \
( !A U )
I f  one makes the assumption that -  t f 1- = ....... .. t _ ¿ f
J  these equations reduce to
* (?•<*,«)
V» fand e x = 6 x * - .....= ‘ i* =
D/Vu ** N/ w (jy\- /) €
► Nf = Mk tX
dN? =
and
Other r e la t io n s  o f  in te re s t  axe
-rVN **e n /x V) =. N e f  Fit) -n £ 1
£ /V? (*> = M tf R#)
« N\ = V* i?
P'i
(¿•W ) 
O « , js)
The r a t io  is  thus a constant, equal to 'H £ v >
independent o f  absorber thickness, j f ?  (x)  equal to t f R * )  
traces out the shape o f  the beta  spectrum and gives the end
N
point energy; ex tra p o la tion  to gives £/ • E xtrapola tion
o f  ertfQO  to , then permits a determ ination  o f the source
stre n g th ^  • The r a t io
R  =  H*/*r = i - >v ( 3 - V i )
gives the number o f  gamma rays per d is in te g ra t io n ; the average 
quantum e f f ic ie n c ie s  may be deduced, now, from equations (5* 4 ,24) 
and (3 .4 , 2 5 ) .
1* This assumption is  ju s t i f i e d  only when the energies 
o f  the sev era l gamma rays do not d i f f e r  greatly*
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To summarize, we observe that Step (C) provides the 
beta ray energy and indicates the presence o f at least one 
gamma ray* Step (D) indicates that there are gamma coincidences, 
whilst Step (E) shows that the beta spectrum is simple. In ter­
pretation of the results leads to information concerning the 
number o f gamma rays per d is in tegra tion , the source strength 
and the net quantum e ff ic ie n c ie s .
(v ) Complex Beta Spectrum and Several Gamma Rays per 
P is in teg : at i  o n* Coincidence absorption measurements alone 
are not su ffic ien t to determine completely d is in teg ra tion  schemes 
o f th is type. Valuable information, however, can be obtained, 
and th is, together with data from a magnetic lens or beta ray 
spectrograph, enables the decay scheme to be resolved.
The information that can be obtained from the coincidence- 
absorption technique includes
(a) The to ta l beta absorption curve, the energy o f the 
hardest beta ray and the presence o f gamma rays (Step ( c ) )
(b) The presence o f gamma-gamma coincidences (Step (D ))
(c ) Whether the spectrum is complex and, i f  i t  is ,
whether the hardest beta ray leads to the ground state o f the
product« (Step (E )) .  I t  is not d i f f i c u l t  to show that, in
h/t*general, i f  the spectrum is complex the graph o f GO de-
l
creases as ^ in creases» i f  i t  decreases uniformly to zero, the 
hardest beta ray leads to the ground sta te  o f the product, w h ilst, 
on the other hand, i f  i t  decreases uniformly to a constant 
value, the hardest beta ray lead to an excited  state  o f  the 
product.
5. H a lf-L ife  Measurements (Delayed Coincidences) .
In cases where the product o f a rad ioactive  transition  
has a short h a lf l i f e  ( ,0'7 s e c  to /o'2- s e c . ) ,  the technique
o f counting delayed coincidences provides a method for the 
accurate determination o f the h a lf l i f e .  The h a lf liv e s  o f 
isomeric states formed from beta decay have been investigated
l t x c i =  p r i o r i r l  esses p i s c u s s e v  i n  f a r  W j.
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in this way, and, in fa c t , many isomers have been discovered 
by this technique.
The registration  o f a delayed coincidence may be effected 
either by delaying the f ir s t  pulse or by lengthening it* The 
former method has been called the "D ifferenti& l" method and the 
latter the "Integral" Method. Since the probability that a 
nucleus disintegrate in dt at ^  is* X -e,'^ t i t  f  i t  follows that, 
i f  the pulse (o f  width d t)  corresponding to the in it ia l  beta 
particle  be delayed for time t  , the probability that i t  be in 
"delayed coincidence" with that corresponding to the p artic le  
subsequently radiated from the short lived product, is also 
. Thus the genuine delayed coincidence rate is pro­
portional to On the other hand, i f  the length of the
pulse corresponding to the beta p a rtic le  be T  # the probability 
that a delayed coincidence be registered is l0 \ -C xtd t  -  i—d 
Thus^rom a plot o f the delayed coincidence rate against either 
the delay time or the pulse length, one deduces X  and hence the 
half l i f e .
An upper lim it to the half l i f e  that can be determined
in this way is set by the chance coincidence rate. With the
Integral method, for example, the condition that the chance
coincidence rate be less than the genuine rate is equivalent
Xto the condition
-\ t
/ -  -e
N < - - - - - - - ^
and, since one must plot the genuine rate over at least one 
h a lf - l i fe  ( i .  e* \  ) ,  this condition is
N <  ~  A .
A source strength less than 100 disintegrations per second 
would give too small a counting rate for re lia b le  results to 
be obtained. Consequently an upper limit to the half l i f e  is 
roughly io-1, sec.
1* Equation (2 .3 , 4) -w = N \ the transformation
constant satisfy ing  equations ( l .2 ,  5) and (1 .2 , 6) •
2. Reference R4*
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The e ffe c t  o f time delays in the counters are discussed 
in Reference B3. The fluctuation  o f in tr in s ic  time delays in 
the counters sets a lower lim it to the half l i f e  that can be 
measured. Calculations o f the sen s it iv it ie s  o f the methods axe 
given in References B3 and D2.
3.6. Optimum Conditions for a. Coincidence Experiment.
Let us consider for sim plicity  a coincidence experiment 
in which a decay scheme o f the type o f Tig* 3.2 is being in ­
vestigated with a coincidence c ircu it whose resolving tim et is 
known accurately. The genuine coincidence rate, Cr is 1 
C(o) -  N^(o) =  N c f c l  
and the chance rate, C, is
c - a/V»ef<T
Hen ce C
Cr
and, for a given resolving time, this ratio  increases with the 
source strength.
The standard error in an observed coincidence rate
is
i  = (C-* Cr)
T'
(SC,Z)
and, consequently, the fractional error, , in Q ( C being
known accurately) is
/ cv*.{ -  (LtJU
which may be reduced to the form
-f (/ *
or / = /  (' + i"*■
where
i  =
T* (£*€*)*
<K<0
1* Equation (3*4* 6)
2. See equations (2 .J , 2) and (2 .3 , 3) and the discussion 
pertaining thereto.
is the limiting value of the fractional error in C- when a 
very strong source is used.
It is obvious that no great advantage is  obtained by 
increasing; N beyond the value for which %- (  - ¿-Vt) . *
In fact, i f  ^ be small, a value of N satisfy ing this relation 
may not be permissible since the counting rates in the single 
channels may be too high.
One deduces from equation (3.6, 3) that, for a given 
fractional error j  , the time of experiment T* is
~ ¿¿Tf* 0 * ^ r)
Consequently, to keep the time of experiment to a minimum, 
one strives to use counters of high net e ffic ien cies, and a 
coincidence circuit of short resolving time.
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1» For example*, i f  % - 1 
If
,  i  - ' * / * -
.  / -  t zfi.
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4. I, Beta Ray8,
It has been pointed out in Chapter 1 that the thickness
o f absorber required to stop a l l  beta rays from a source provides
a measure o f the maximum energy o f  the beta rays. In contrast
to other methods*, the determination may be carried out quickly,
the experimental arrangement and procedure are quite simple, and
comparatively weak sources may be used. On the other hand,
however, the estimation o f the end point (paxticularly when
gamma rays are present) is largely subjective and i t  is d i f f i c u l t
to a llo t  a standard error to the point so chosen. Further, i t
is not possible from the absorption curve alone to determine the
energies and re la tive  in tensities o f  any so fter  components present»
Before an estimate o f the energy of the hardest beta ray can
be made with any certainty from absorption measurements, one must
have a re liab le  range-energy re la tion , and one must be able to
determine accurately the range. Moreover, i f  the absorption
method is to compete with the spectrographic method, a means o f
determining the re la tive  intensities and the respective end points
o f the several components from the absorption data must be found.
3An empirical range-energy relation  proposed by Feather is
R = «. /T +
This rela tion  has been found to hold quite well for energies 
above about 0.8 M. e.v. Estimates o f the constants ¿i and
¡4
vary, but a recent determination by Bleuler and Zunti appears 
the most re liab le . They quote
/? = O’ CT/ £  -  O'/tJ  ^ £  >  / ¿ | ( V - / , ' )
where ^ is in gms. per sq. cm. and £  in M. e. v.
1» Magnetic Spectrograph or Cloud . Chamber.
2. Most early determinations were too low.
3. Reference FI.
4. Reference B4.
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To enable accurate determination o f the range from 
absorption measurements, several methods o f treating the 
observed data have been proposed. Champion and Widdowson* 
suggest that a polynomial
y -
represents a good approximation to the observed characteristics
of an absorption curve*  ^ is the ratio  of the number of beta
particles penetrating absorber thickness x to the number observed
for zero thickness, is the end point and is a constant*
They find that, for a given experimental arrangement, a single
term ( ✓ v 3 or 4) is  adequate* x© is  obtained by producing
the straight line drawn through the points (4  x ) to cut thex-
axis* A standard error (including only errors due to fluctuations
in the source) can be assigned to Xo ,
An extension of the method ju st  described has been made
X ,recently by Katz and his associates • An absorption curve
u = K fto —O  (4*^3)
is assumed. One has
Jtoy y  = K' + ->v ^ oj (B0~ E) (4./, <*)
and ^  = /<"(£©-f )  (iftjSr)
Prom the experimental absorption curve, an upper energy value
Eo is assumed. A plot o f log* against log. ( Eo ) y ields
a value -»V of ->v • is  now plotted against £ and a new
value £0 of E© is obtained. This process is repeated u n til £T©
is determined with su ffic ien t accuracy*
A d ifferent approach to the problem has been made by 
3Feather • The procedure involves the use o f the absorption
</-
curve ( log. y  v. x  ) of the beta rays from a standard source •
The range ^ o f the latter is divided into ten equal parts 
( 4  ^ „  js K ) and the corresponding fractions ^  of the zero
1* Reference C5*
2. Reference K3*
3. Reference P2.
4. In Feather*s Case, R^t.
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absorber intensity are obtained. The value dJi o f absorber 
density necessary to reduce the beta intensity of the source 
under investigation to the fraotion  is observed and the 
sequence
cJzl > ■ **' ,*,......
tends towards the ratio  o f the ranges vK  « An abrupt change in
j  *
slope of the ratio  indicates that the spectrum is complex.
When su ffic ien t data are available, the ranges and re la tive  
intensities o f  the several components may be determined.
Weaknesses inherent in Feather's comparison method have
been pointed out by Bleuler and Zunti^ In the f ir s t  place,
x „
is not a good standard • The reason is that the form of 
the beta spectrum depends upon the character o f the transition  
and, in the case of forbidden transitions, as for Ra-B , the 
spectrum contains a re la tive ly  large number o f slow electrons.
As a result the sequence drv/d ^  may decrease rapidly, and, i f  
the absorption curve o f the unknown cannot be followed far 
enough, as may be the case when gamma rays are present, the 
limiting value o f  , and hence the ra tio  R'/^  , may be
d if f ic u lt  to determine accurately. Further, the curvature of 
the logarithmic absorption curve increases markedly with the 
energy and depends a good deal on the nuclear charge«
The form o f the absorption curve for allowed spectra 
has been calculated semi-empirically by Bleuler and Zunti^«
The results for beta particles emitted from a source for which 
z  * io , have been presented in the convenient form of Fig. 4 .1 ,
To use these curves, one determines from the measured absorption 
curve the absorber thickness d*, necessary to reduce the zero 
thickness beta intensity to the value «= £ ~  I* . One then 
uses the w curve to find the value (estimated upper energy of
1* Reference B5.
2, The reasons %*£ was orig in a lly  chosen as standard ■*«»-«■ 
f ir s t ly , absence o f gamma radiation,and secondly, the 
comparative wealth o f information on the disintegration  
energy«
FIC
.4.Z
 
FIC
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the “beta spectrum) corresponding to the value o f I f
the spectrum ia simple, the values o f are constant; i f  
complex, they increase with vv and an end value can be assigned 
to by extrapolation to -n  ^ °o . When the spectrum is  complex, 
i t  may be possible to reso lve  the observed logarithm ic absorption 
curve into severa l normal curves which y ie ld  the end points 
(constant l v a lu e s )  and r e la t iv e  in ten s ities  of the components. 
Changes o f slope in the curve are frequently an aid to such a 
resolution.* For 2 ^ 2o and for positron  emission, the correo- 
tions o f Pig. 4.2 may be applied. The lim its o f error quoted 
for these comparison curves are
S < 0- o u M. 0. v. , fo r  i M. e. v ."
§ <  o.o b M. e. v. , fo r  £© <  £14. e. v.
S < o< i M. e. v. , fo r £o <  £ M. e. v.
^ O * £ 1^* e. v. , fo r —^q b M. e. v.
The e ffe c ts  o f th ick sources are discussed in References 
P2, C5 and B5. Since the gamma in ten s ity  from a source is 
roughly proportional to the thickness t  o f the sour ce> and since 
the observed beta in ten sity  does not increase proportionally  
with t  , and attains a miximum value when t  is equal to the range 
o f the beta p a rtic les , thin sources should be used. The method 
used to obtain thin sources fo r  the experiments described in 
Chapter 6 is outlined in Appendix 1.
4. 2. Gamma Rays.
In Chapter 1 i t  was stated that the in tensity  o f a 
homogeneous beam o f gamma rays emerging from thickness of
absorber is given by the re la tion  (1 .1 , 2)
lex) =  Ta
where /JL consists o f the three p a r t ia l absorption coe ffic ien ts  
given in  equation (1 .1 , 3) • Consequently, i f  one p lo ts , fo r  a
1. See, fo r example, the resolu tion  o f the beta
absorption curve o f R<],i0 described in Chapter 6.
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homogeneous beam o f gamma rays, the logarithm o f the in tensity  
against the thickness o f absorber, one obtains a s tra igh t lin e , 
the slope o f which provides the value o f |U, • Then, from 
Fig. 1.1, one obtains the energy of the gamma rad iation . Such 
a determination, however, gives an ambiguous resu lt, fo r ,  in 
general, two values o f  gamma energy correspond to the same to ta l 
absorption coe ffic ien t« To be sure which value is  to be taken, 
one must p lo t the absorption curve in a d iffe ren t  m ateria l and 
obtain the absorption c o e ff ic ie n t  fo r  th is material. Again, two 
values of energy are obtained, from Fig. 1.1, one o f which agrees 
with one o f the two values for the f i r s t  absorber. The common 
value, then, is  the energy o f the gamma rad iation .
When the gamma spectrum contains more than one component, 
a p lo t o f log. I  against x  is  not linear. However, provided
the in ten s ities  are not too low, and the energies not too close, 
the p lot may be able to be s p l i t  up in to its  severa l linear 
components, and the energy o f each component deduced. The 
re la t iv e  in ten s ities  o f each component can also be determined 
provided the e ffic ien cy  v. energy curve fo r  the counter is 
ava ilab le  so that the necessary corrections can be applied to 
the observations. The method of reso lv ing  the spectrum is 
s im ilar to that used in Chapter 6 fo r  reso lv in g  the observed 
beta absorption curve o f fig'10 • Since an analysis o f a gamma 
spectrum by this method was not undertaken in  the experiments 
reported in Chapter 6, Fig* 4. 3 * is included. I t  shows the 
absorption curve fo r  the f i r s t  part o f the gamma spectrum of 
arai its  subsequent reso lu tion  into lin ear components.
A second method fo r  in vestiga ting  # spectra by the 
absorption technique has been described in Section 5*5« The 
energy o f the hardest gamma ray may be obtained from Fig. 4.4 
in which the experimental linear re la t io n  between quantum energy
1. Reference Part I I ,  F ig. 2*
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and correspooding Compton electron range in aluminium is 
reproduced*. Another way in which the HCompton-coincidence*1 2
PIG. 4.5 Resolution of Absorption Curve of X Rays from
results may be used is due to Bleuler and Zunti who have 
calculated absorption curves fo r  the Compton electrons ejected 
from aluminium and brass radiators. Their resu lts are presented 
in Fig* 4.5 which may be used in precisely the same manner as 
Fig. 4, l  is used for determination o f beta ray energies and for 
resolution of beta ray absorption curves into component curves.
The factor k (Fig. 4. 5) depends upon the geometry and experimental 
set up. These curves are used in Chapter 6 to resolve the 
experimental coincidence absorption curve for the Compton 
electrons produced by gamma rays from Co60 • In these experiments 
<5t was taken equal to <£ t thickness o f absorber R (Fig. 5* I)*
(The method due to Becker and Bothe (B6) and described 
by M itchell (M2) is not a good one. The "constant", , in
1. Reference C5. > Fig* 10.
2. Reference B5.
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M itche ll*8 equation ( l )  varies considerably with energy« This 
may be seen by rew ritin g  M itchell* s equation ( l )  in  the form
c
by taking cv = >1 approx.
Prom the curve , P ig . 4. 5, one deduces the re su lts
tabulated below.
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The la s t  value is in  reasonable agreement with the 
"constant va lu e", 0.062 gms.A™*v, quoted by M itche ll for the 
2.62 M. e. v. lin e  from Th* CW. ) .
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CHAPTER 5.
THE DESIGN OP EQUIPMENT
5. 1. Introduction .
The f i r s t  task in  the p ro je c t  undertaken hy the w riter 
was to design  a complete new e le c t r o n ic  unit su ita b le  fo r  carry­
ing out coincidence experiments. B r ie f ly ,  the assignment might 
have been set out;
"A Geiger counter furnishes an e le c t r i c a l  
impulse o f  the form o f  that shown in  Pig. 2. 5. The 
pulse height varies between about 0 .5  and 2 v o lt s . Design 
an arrangement which w il l  count a l l  the pulses occurring 
in  each o f  two such counters and which w il l  count, in 
ad d ition , the number o f  pulses in  one channel which occur 
w ithin a time in terv a l o f pulses in  the other channel. 
Choose a su ita b le  value o f  -x , design  the c ir cu its  and 
construct them. Plan experiments along the lin es  o f  the 
d iscu ss ion  in  Chapters 3 and 4, and v e r ify  that the equip­
ment works s a t is fa c t o r i ly  by checking the w ell known decay 
scheme o f  Cob0 . Use the equipment to in v estig a te  the 
decay scheme o f  ^9“ ° . "
5. 2, Basic Design.
I t  was decided to mould the equipment round a coincidence 
c ir cu it  o f  medium re s o lu t io n  ( T  ~  The disadvantages
o f such a c ir c u it  over one o f  shorter re so lv in g  time are
i)  Larger chance coincidence ra te  (equ ation  3 .2 , 2)
r  r ’ ' 7 ;' -
i i )  Longer time o f  experiment fo r  given fr a c t io n a l  
accuracy (S ection  3«6 ).
On the other hand, however, the advantages in  the prelim inary 
stages o f  the work were
i) Less c r i t i c a l  c ir cu it ry . A w e ll designed r e l ia b le  
unit could be constructed f a i r ly  quickly and put in to  operation .
i i )  The op era tion  o f  the c ir c u it  could be checked by the 
p rov is ion  o f te s t  points at which the pulses would be su ita b le  
fo r  presentation  on the C.R. 0. a v a ila b le .
i i i )  Genuine coincidences would not be missed due to chance 
flu ctu a tion s in  the times o f  response o f the Geiger counters.
iv) R esolving time experiments (a  very important prelim inary
5 1 *
task in a coincidence experiment) could be done quickly and 
che eked.
v) The experience gained in the construction and 
operation could he used later in the design of a circuit of 
shorter resolving time*
vi) Some Information on ( i i i )  could he obtained by 
comparing results from a higher resolution circuit with those 
from the original medium resolution circuit*
Several methods of registering coincidences have been 
described • One of the most re liab le  is the "Rossi Circuit" , 
which was chosen for use in these experiments and the operation 
of which may be understood from Fig. 5*1* Each tube is normally
FIG* 5. JL Rossi Stage.
conducting heavily until a large negative pulse fed to the 
grid cuts it  off* The common load R  is large compared to the 
D.c* resistance of either tube when conducting* Thus, when 
only one tube is cut o ff, only a small pulse appears at the 
plate* But when both are cut o ff simultaneously, the plate 
voltage begins to rise  towards the fu l l  H. T* supply and a large 
positive pulse may be taken from the plate to register a coin­
cidence between pulses on ihe grids. Thus, in the Rossi stage 
of the Coincidence circuit of Fig* 5.5, the output pulse when 
only one tube is cut o ff is about 12 volts, but when both are 
cut o ff simultaneously, i t  is about 120 volts* Discrimination 
in favour of the latter is easily arranged.
1* R eferen ce M 3.
2. Reference i?sr-
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I t  was apparent th at a r e l ia b le  coincidence c ir c u it  
could he constructed by d esign in g  an arrangement which would 
preserve the f a s t  i n i t i a l  r is e  o f the Geiger pulse and am plify  
i t  to the p oin t where i t  would tr ig g e r  a f a s t  one-shot m u lti­
v ib ra to r . With the l a t t e r ,  tr ig g e r in g  could he in it ia t e d  with 
a pulse as sm all as 5 v o lt s . Further, very sta b le  output pulses 
(sta b le  in  d u ration  and in  height) a t  2 or 3 jJLsecs. and a t  30 
to 300 v o lts  could he obtained. The large  negative pulse (from 
the n o rm a lly -o ff tube) could be fed d ir e c t ly  to the R ossi stage  
and the large  p o s itiv e  pulse (from the norm ally-on tube) could be 
fed d ir e c t ly  to the s c a lin g  c ir c u it  counting the number o f input 
p ulses. The p o s itiv e  pulse occu rrin g in  the Rossi stage  when a 
coincidence takes p lace  could be fed d ir e c t ly  to the s c a le r  
counting coin ciden ces.
The b lo ck  diagram of the f i n a l  experim ental s e t up is  
shown in  F ig . 5 .2 , The pulse from the Geiger counter is  
d iffe r e n tia te d  and fed to a wide band 3 -stage p ream p lifier  close 
to the counter. The cathode fo llo w e r output perm its the use 
o f a comparatively long lead to the appropriate channel o f  the 
Coincidence c ir c u it  without attendant d is to r t io n  o f the p u lse .
The la t t e r  is  fed v ia  another d if fe r e n t ia t in g  c ir c u it  and gain  
co n tro l to a wide band 3 -stage  a m p lifie r  (g a in  ^  100) g iv in g  a 
narrow p o s itiv e  output pulse o f about 15 v o lts  maximum. This 
pulse tr ig g e rs  the m u ltiv ib r a to r , and a preset co n tro l enables 
the width o f the output pulse from the m u ltiv ib ra to r  to be varied 
between approxim ately 1.5 and 3 f ls e c s . Thus the re so lv in g  
time o f the c ir c u it  can be varied over about 1.5 fusees, 
(equation 3 .2 , 2 ) , Cathode fo llo w e rs axe provided at various 
points in  the c ir c u it  to preserve pulse shape and to enable te s t  
points to be incorporated .
The s c a le s - o f - 1C axe a m o d ifica tio n  o f a design  by
R o tb la t* . They req u ire  a sharp input pulse of about 3^ v o lts*  
and provide a sharp output pulse o f about 50 v o lt s .
1. Reference R3.

The general purpose recording unit was designed by the 
writer and the developmental work was carried out by Mr. Bishop, 
I t  w ill operate d ire ctly  from a Geiger counter or from a source 
of either negative or p ositive  pulses. The c irc u it  w ill drive 
any mechanical register operating on a pulse width between 5 
and 30 milliseconds and a pulse current in  the range 5 to 30 
mi H i  amps.
Detailed circuits and f u l l  discussions of t'K*®, together 
with instructions for operation and maintenance, are given in 
the Appendix,
5, 3. Geiger Counters and Attachments,
Conventional Geiger counters with copper cathodes and 
f i l le d  with 9 cms. Argon and 1 cm. Alcohol were used for detect­
ing gamma rays, G .E. C. end window counters, EHM2 and GM4, were 
used for detecting beta p a rtic le s . Single window counters and 
double window counters of sp e cia l design for Compton coincidence 
absorption measurements were constructed. These counters are 
reproduced in Plate 3.
Special supports and attachments for each of the two 
types of Coincidence Experiments undertaken were designed and 
constructed by the workshop s t a f f , P late 4a shows the arrange­
ment for carrying out beta-gamma coincidence absorption measure­
ments, and Plate 4b that for carrying out Compton coincidence 
absorption measurements. Miscellaneous items of equipment are 
reproduced in Plate 5.
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CHAPTER 6«
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
6, 1, Coincidence Resolving Time»
It  was shown in  Section 3.2. that the rate of chance
coincidences in a twofold coincidence c irc u it  is
C *  Nt Nx. a-c O5-^ 3)
in the usual notation. The v a lid ity  of this formula has "been 
established experimentally by Dunworth1, and its  importance has 
been emphasised. In the f i r s t  place i t  may be used to determine 
the coincidence resolving time when each channel is actuated by 
separate sources* and^in the second place, i t  may be used to 
determine the "chance correction" to be made to the observed 
coincidence rate. Consequently, the f i r s t  project in a coii>
cidence experiment is  to establish  that the equipment has a 
constant resolving tim e, t  , and to measure i t .
The Coincidence C irc u it designed by the author and 
described in Chapter 5 is  very suitable  for "resolving-tim e 
experiments" since the pulse widths in  each channel and hence the 
resolving time may be varied. The f i r s t  series of experiments 
consisted in  p lo ttin g , for particular settin gs of the pulse widths, 
the chance coincidence rate as a function of the product of the 
sin gle  channel counting rates. A ty p ica l re su lt is  shown in 
Pig. 6. 1. where the coincidence resolving time is approximately 
2.3 secs. The sign ifican ce  of this resu lt i s ,  f i r s t l y ,  that 
i t  shows that the coincidence resolving time for this equipment is 
constant, independent of the counting rate in either channel, and 
secondly, that i t  y ie ld s experimental confirmation of equation 
(3. 2 , 3) over a considerably wider range of values of the product 
N, than provided by the experiments of Dunworth.
1» Reference D3, Table I I .

F u rth e r exp erim en ts c a r r ie d  o u t on the " C o in c id e n c e  
R e s o lv in g  Time" in v o lv e d  the use o f  a  cathode ra y  tube in  which 
the in p u t to the R o s s i  s ta g e  from  one o f  th e chan n els was view ed 
on th e  " t r a c e "  t r ig g e r e d  by a  p u ls e  from  the same ch a n n e l. A l­
though th e  f u l l  in p u t p u ls e  was n o t d is p la y e d  b e ca u se  o f  a  d e la y  
o f  a  m icrosecond or more i n  the t r i g g e r i n g ,  th e t r a i l i n g  edge cou ld  
be s e e n , and, as the p u ls e  le n g th  was v a r ie d , th e  s h i f t  in  p o s it io n  
o f  the t r a i l i n g  edge gave th e change in  w idth o f  the p u ls e ;  t h is  
change in  w idth was compared w ith th e  change in  r e s o lv in g  tim e 
determ ined from  chance c o in c id e n c e s . T y p ic a l r e s u l t s  are  
summarised in  Table 6 . 1.
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TABLE 6» h
Ct« +'re)i
(ch an ce  C O IE C .)
in c r e a s e d  by 
( C .R . 0 .)
in c r e a s e d  by 
( C .R .O .)
(T„
(CHAECE CO IE C.)
5 .9  t  0 .5  (msecs. 0 .5  U sees. 0 6 .6  -  0 .5  fusees
5. 44 ± 0 . J2  " 0 .5  " 0 5. 6 6 + 0 . 3 1  *
5 .6 6  ± 0 .3 1  " 1 .0  " 0 6.99  +  0 .4 7  *
6 .9 9  t  0 .4 7  * 0 -  1 .0  fts e cs. 5.95  + 0 .3 7  *
4 .2 6  t  0 .2 4  * X .0  " 0 .5  * 5 .90 i  0 .2 5  "
6 .2 . The D is in t e g r a t io n  o f C o ^ ° •
The d ecay scheme o f  C ° c°  ( F ig . 6 .2 )  is  w e ll  known and 
a c c o r d in g ly  t h is  r a d io a c t iv e  is o to p e  was used to  t e s t  the equijv* 
ment and to  o b ta in  p r a c t ic e  i n  the e x p e r im e n ta l te ch n iq u e .
F IG . 6 .2
1. A " t im e -c a l ib r a t e d "  d o u b le  beam C o sso r C .R .O .
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The absorption of the beta rays in aluminium is shown in 
Fig« 6.5 where the presence of a gamma ray background is observed 
and where the beta ray end point occurs at approximately 0.07 
gm/en?* This absorption limit corresponds to an energy of 
0.28 li. e.v.
Gamma-gamma coincidences are also observed and the 
be tar gamma coincidence rate per beta particle, plotted in 
Fig* 6*4 against thickness of aluminium absorber, yields a 
straight line as expected* From the ratio
*■#/<£  - - * • >  <**,»?)
one obtains for the number of gamma rays per disintegration,
the value 2* 10 1 0*35, in good agreement with the expected value
of 2* The plot of N*r + /V** against absorber thickness is almost
identical in shape with the plot of + A/  ^ as may be seen
from Fig* 6. 5* where the former curve has been matched to the
latter at absorber density 0*0053 gms*/cm*2# This is precisely
what is expected (Section 3 .4 (lV ))* Thus the decay scheme of
Fig. 6.2, one beta ray followed by two gamma rays, is verified.
From the "Compton electron coincidence rate v. absorber 
thickness" curve of Fig* 6.5, £>v. values of 0*97 M. e* v* ,
1*06 M* e. v. , 1* 14 M. e* v. , 1« 19 M* e* v. , 1.20 M* e. v are deduced. 
These values indicate that the gamma radiation consists of more 
than one component* That they are about 10?» lower than the 
values one would have expected is probably due to the fa ilu re  to 
add a correction term (C. f* & -  d '+ f Fig. 4*5) to the absorber
density* The magnitude of such a correction for the experimental 
arrangement used is not known, and could only be determined by 
calibration against a number of sources yielding gamma rays of 
known energies.
Additional experimental results of considerable interest 
were also obtained with the isotope Co60* Figure 6.6 shows the
/•3 y1* This value is determined from the relation £ ~ 0407 £ 
0.15 M. e. v*< £ < 0*7 M. e. v* (Reference F3). The under­
estimation illustrates the point discussed on p. 4 3 , 
footnote 2. The curves of Bleuler and Zunti (Fig* 4. 1) 
do not extend to 0.3 M. e. v.
2. Sections 3*3. and 4,2.
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gamma counting rate plotted against thickness o f aluminium 
absorber placed between a strong source o f and a beta ray
counter. One would expect the counting rate for gamma rays of 
a particular energy to increase with the thickness o f absorber 
up to the absorption lim it o f  the Compton electrons produced in 
the absorber, and then to decrease exponentially beyond this 
thickness; sudi is  the case in Fig. 6,6. Using f ir s t ly  
Feather’ s relation* to determine the energy o f the Compton 
electrons corresponding to an absorption lim it o f  approximately 
0.3 gms/cm?, and secondly the re la tion
Wc -  -
ynac? +
connecting the upper lim it of the Compton spectrum with the energy 
o f the incident gamma ray, one obtains the value 1.1 M. e. v. for 
the mean gamma ray energy in good agreement with an expected
1^.value of 1*2 M. e. v. Although the absorption curve has not been 
taken fax enough to obtain a re lia b le  estimate o f  the mean gamma 
ray energy, an absorption coe ffic ien t o f approximately 0. 17 may 
be deduced from the graph. This corresponds roughly to a mean 
energy o f  0.9 M. e. v. (Fig* 1* l)* Fig* 6.6 has been included to 
illu stra te  one o f  the chief d i f f ic u lt ie s  in interpreting the beta 
absorption curve o f a radioactive isotope* It  w ill be remembered 
that the procedure involved the subtraction o f the constant 
gamma background beyond the absorption lim it o f the hardest beta 
ray. Obviously such a procedure is only re lia b le  when the 
absorption limit o f the hardest detected beta ray is less than 
the point at which the gamma counting e ffic ien cy  begins to in­
crease appreciably. Consequently, when the spectrum is complex
1* Equation (4 .1 , l)
2. Feather’ s re la tion  holds s t r ic t ly  only for Beta rays, 
but the error is o f  no consequence to the point under 
consideration here.
3* Equation ( l . l ,  l)
4. The absorption lim it o f  the Compton electrons may be 
seen from Fig* 6. 5 to be about 0*42 gms/cm? (an extra 
0.04 gms/cm^ has been added for window thicknesses). 
Using the same procedure, one obtains a value 1*2 M. e. v. 
for  the energy o f the harder gamma ray.
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and parti culaxly when the gamma background is large i t  may 
be d i f f ic u lt  to interpret the absorption curve, For example, 
where a low energy gamma ray is associated with a hard beta ray 
o f comparatively low intensity , the small beta count may be 
d if f ic u lt  to determine accurately because o f  the in it ia l  increase 
in gamma e ffic ien cy  and subsequent decrease with absorber thick­
ness; and more so, when other gamma rays are present as in the 
case o f ^31,0 described; in a later section
6,3, A flow Method for Determining the Resolving Time o f  a 
Coincidence C ircuit or the Strength o f a Radioactive Isotope 
o f Simple Decay Scheme,
For the disintegration  scheme o f Fig. 6. the follow ing 
I
equations hold •
N, GO = a/VeT + NefFf r )  (fc-V)
Nz = a  Net (6«)
Na«-) =■ t  N n + N,/VZ-2X + K
=  + 2 HiUX t  2 N ' N' C + K
_ N Nv rx + s.rj k - Q>.i,s)
Consequently, i f  Nr^  (x> is plotted against N,&) , a 
straight line o f  slope ( tv^ 2^  ) and intercept (extrapolated to 
K- > results. I f  one o f the quantities, N, at,
is known, the other may be deduced. Further, i f  K is known,
¿T may be determined and checked against the value obtained 
from a measurement o f N,(x) where F&) = o.
The advantage o f using this method for determining the 
resolving time o f a coincidence c ir cu it , in place o f  that in which 
the chance coincidence rate and the single channel rates are 
determined when the two Geiger counters are placed some distance 
apart and actuated from separate sources, is that the counters 
need not be removed from the standard positions with the poss-
1* Section (3 .4 , IV) K - CO/VWC teftTf.
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ib i l i ty  o f a subsequent change in the net e ff ic ie n c ie s ; in fa ct, 
the method enables the net ef f i  denes'- o f  the beta counter for 
gamma rays o f  the appropriate energy to be checked,
The method hews been used to determine the strengths o f  a 
strong and a weak source of Co6o, In the former case, illu s ­
trated in Fig. 6. 7 , chance coincidences contribute more to 
the tota l rate than do genuine coincidences* From the slope 
o f the graph one obtains
ax + 4 , = q-* x 1° ^
and since Tt has been determined previously,
2.t  —  s-y. x to'**
one infers
No — O- 2fT x io^ disintegrations per sec*
From equation (6.5, 1) C \ may be calculated;
6 *  -  Z L \  io -V  .
From equation (6.5, 2)
= Z-5 x IO
Since K has been determined in a prior experiment ,
K = O- o i l ,
one calculates
- r +- K -  -  0 - 035:
in excellent agreement* with the value intercepted on the t/-axis 
by the extrapolation o f the straight line graph to N ~ 0
The case o f a weak: source, illustrated  in Fig. 6. 8 , is 
obtained from the measurements used in plotting Fig. 6,4. The 
net e ffic ien cy  o f  the V counter in this experiment was increased 
rela tive  to that for the experiment illustrated  in Fig. 6,7 by 
improving the geometry. As in the previous case one deduces
1. This is fortu itous in that several straight lines
could be drawn through the four experimental points 
which would need to be determined with much smaller 
s ta t is t ica l error for reliance to be placed on the 
value o f the intercept on the y-axis. Nevertheless, 
the fact that the intercept is negative for this strong 
source is well established.
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and K — N xtf  =® O’ o o if  t  o*oc>^ 3 compared with the
value 0*013 from the intercept. The positive  value of th is 
quantity for the weak source may he contrasted with the 
negative value for the stronger source of Pig. 6. 7 «
_6.4. The Decay of Fig l'° .
Pragmentary information on the decay scheme of 
has been given by a number of authors. Measurements made 
by Siegbahn*with a magnetic analyser have shown the scheme to 
be very complicated. The d isin tegratio n  pattern  proposed by 
Siegbahn is  reproduced in Pig. 6 .9 . (The more recent inves tigsu 
tions by Rutledge and others - see Fig. 1.4 - do not add to the 
e sse n tia l features of the scheme). Accordingly, in i t ia l  
experiments by the Coincidence-absorption technique were planned 
to te s t  the pattern suggested in Pig. 6.9«
U  n o d . ')  
0-uS)
«9ItO
FIG»6.9  fig"0 D isin tegration  Scheme suggested by Siegbahn.
The absorption curve of the b eta  rays is  shown in Pig. 6. 10 
and the f i r s t  part of the curve may be seen more clearly  in 
Pig. 6. 11.1 Beta rays o f su ff ic ie n t  in tensity  to be measured
1» Reference S2.
2. The re la tio n  between density f  , thickness t  and 
surface density is

among the gamma background do not appear to occur beyond an 
absorber surface density of 1,2 gms/cm?. The subsequent 
linear absorption curve o f  the gamma rays may be projected back, 
and the true beta absorption curve obtained by difference.
Whilst the gamma absorption curve has not been taken far enough 
to obtain a re lia b le  value for the mean absorption coe ffic ien t , 
a value o f (-1 equal to 0.5 may be deduced from Pig. 6. 10. One 
would have expected from Pigs. 1.4 and 1. 1 a value o f about 0*2,
One notes the comparatively large gamma background. (in  
Pig. 6, 10, 7Q ^  for * ~  0.008 gms/cm^ whilst in Pig. 6, 3,
^ /v 4^ for Jc^o.008 gms/cm?). This is due partly to the many 
gamma rays associated with the decay of R$lto, and partly to the 
tota l absorption o f the softest beta ray (0.087 M. e .v .)  in the 
window o f the counter used for obtaining the curve of Pig. 6. H).
A similar curve taken with a very thin window counter was para lle l 
to and below that o f  Pig. 6.10, and, when superimposed on the 
la tter , yielded the point marked X . This point indicates the 
presence of a very so ft beta component, and, since an absorption 
curve for i t  could not be obtained, i t  is assumed that it  is 
Siegbahn* s 0.087 M. e. v. beta ray. The thin window counter was 
not used in any o f  the subsequent experiments, and consequently, 
e ffects  due to the 0.087 Iff. e. v. beta ray were not observed.
After allowing for the gamma component o f  Pig. 6.10, one 
obtains the beta absorption curves o f Pigs. 6.12 and 6. 15. A 
Bleuler and Zunti analysis' o f the component px. yields the £>v 
values: 2.52 M. e, v. , 2.65 M. e. v. , 2,76  M. e. v. One concludes that
the component is complex and the values are consistent with 
values 2, 12 Iff. e. v. and 2,86 Iff. e, v. proposed by Siegbahn.
Further, the component represents about 10?  o f the activ ity  
p, + , I f  one accepts Siegbahn* s estimate o f  for the
activ ity  £1 , then, on these measurements, px. comprises 4? of the
total a ctiv ity . This agrees well with the value 3? deduced by 
Siegbahn from his magnetic analysis.
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Figure 6. 14 represents the absorption curve fo r  p, . From 
a B leuler and Zunti ana lysis , one deduces Ek. values* 0.55 M. e. v. ,
0.55 M. e. v. , 0.55 M. e.v. , 0.55 M. e. v. One concludes that ft is  
simple and has the energy 0.55 M. e. v. , with error ± 0.04 M. e. v. * 
This value agrees w e ll with the value 0.53 M. e. v. quoted by 
Siegbahn.
A gammar*gamma coincidence ra te  o f 0.0460 was also obtained. 
The observed beta  gamma coincidence rate  is p lotted against 
thickness o f absorber placed between the source and beta  counter 
in F ig. 6.15, and the corresponding beta^gairana coincidence rate  
per beta  p a rt ic le  is shown in Fig. 6. 16. On the average, 900 
coincidences were obtained for each point plotted. The large  
standard errors shown in Fig. 6. 16 are due to the fa c t  that the 
observed coincidence rate  at each point comprises a beta-gamma 
rate, a gamma-gamma ra te , a cosmic ra te  and a chance rate. The 
magnitude o f the beta-gamma rate  over the region 0. 15 to 0.8 
gms/cm  ^ is roughly o f the same order as that of the cosmic rate  
and that o f the chance ra te , and considerably less than that of 
the gamma-gamma rate. In the subtraction , the absolute errors 
mount and the fra c t io n a l errors become very large. The gamma-  
gamma rate  was measured accurately at 1.5471 gms/cm? and the 
rate  to be subtracted fo r N** at any other absorber thickness 
was computed from this value by a llow ing fo r a mean aosorption  
coe ffic ien t of 0.2 cm"1 fo r the gamma rays.
The in i t ia l  rapid f a l l  in  the curves o f F igs. 6. 15 and
6. 16 and the abrupt change in slope at about 0. 15 gn/cm2 may be
compared with the corresponding behaviour of F ig. 6. 12. Thus
the presence o f fa and its  end point are confirmed. fit leads to
ai excited state  o f the product which loses its  excess energy by
rad iating  one or more gamma rays. I f  fa leads to the ground
N * *
state  o f the product one would expect to i a l l  to zero at 
an absorber thickness o f approximately 0. 15 gms/cm2. On the
1. See the re lation s quoted in (4 .1^6 ) .
2. Section 3* 4*
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o th e r h an d , i f  p<- i s  s im p le  and le a d s  to an e x c ite d  s t a t e  o f  
the p r o d u c t, i~ . should d e c re a s e  w ith  ab so rb er d e n s ity  to  
0*15 gins/cm^ sh o u ld  then rem ain c o n s ta n t*  i f ,  h o w e v e r ,A
is  com plex, would f a l l  away s lo w ly  beyond 0 .1 5  grcs/cro^ i f  the 
h arder p a r t  o f  fr. were the le s s  in t e n s e , and more r a p id ly , i f  
th e s o f t e r  p a r t  were the le s s  in te n s e . One would n o t e x p e ct 
to in c r e a s e  beyond the end p o in t  o f  p, .
Some c o n c lu sio n s  may be drawn from  the b e h a v io u r o f  the 
f i r s t  p a r t  o f  th e  curve o f  F ig . 6 .1 5 . L e t  us assume th a t  the 
d is in t e g r a t io n  scheme tak es th e  form  o f  F ig . 6 . 17 «
Suppose e *  ^  k  ^  =  k e f
Then one deduces
No [ fe )  • O 4
N  P(x) «  No <** [/,<*) + t  ^ t x )3 (*>■  })
where the f ig u r e s  quoted in  T ab le  6 .2  hold*
TABLE 6 .2
Absorber (*) F. +- K  + F? Ft
0.01  gir/cm2 1 0.88 0 .6 1
0 .1 4  gm/<s? 0.084 0 0 .0 1 4
Con sequ en tly  one has
O S8 G + ^  + ftCo oi) __ , ji(
(o it*)
and, s in c e  ^  fvt<w*0 5
Fv(o-ia) =  0 - 0 2 0
1* S in c e  the b e t a  component o f  energy 0.087 M. e. v . does
not c o n tr ib u te  to the shape o f  F ig . 6,  14, i t  is  om itted  
from  F ig .  6.  17.
2 . F ig . 6 .  12.
where O < fe ^
I f  one uses the H counter e ffic ien cy  v. quantum energy* curve 
of Bradt and his associates, and assumes that Siegbahn* s scheme 
is correct, one deduces that k  ** 4. Hence the conclusion to he 
drawn from the above observations (equations 6 .4 , 4 and 6 .4 , g) 
is that «  Fx. • This would be consistent with a constant 
value for beyond absorber thickness 0.14 gms/cra2. Since,
according to Siegbahn, contains the components 2.86 M. e. v. 
and 2. 12 M.e. v. , and since, on the above analysis, the former 
component is only a small fra ction  o f , one would have expected 
values closer to 2. 12 Iff« e* v. than the three values deduced 
(2.52, 2.65, 2.76 M. e. v . ) by a Bleuler and Zunti analysis o f  
(Pig. 6.12).
I f  one supposes that K is  simple and represents the 
radiation o f energy 2. 12 M. e. v. , the curve N|^ r(x) > for 
x >  0. 15 gms/cm?, should trace out the shape o f the absorption 
curve for ft, , and, when analysed by the method o f  Bleuler and 
Zunti, should y ield  £** values o f  approximately 2 .1  M. e. v.
Pig. 6, 1$ shows the behaviour o f  log. / a/,t(oj^ ♦ An
end point o f about 1. 1 gma/cn? is observed for the beta ray con­
tributing to the rate beyond 0.15 gms/crr?. This represents 
an energy o f 2.2 M. e. v. I f ,  however, the gamma rate is sub­
tracted from /?v-fY , the resulting absorption curve fa lls  
somewhat more slowly than that o f  f>± in Pig. 6.12 and very much 
more quickly than that o f V in Pig. 6. 10. Thus the f a l l  o f 
the coincidence rate in Pig. 6. 17 beyond 0.15 gn/cm? is 
attributed to the absorption o f a beta ray. It does appear, 
however, both from this rate o f  fa l l  and from the fact that
increases, that the observed rate is too high. It 
has been explained that, in these measurements, a very small 
rate is being obtained by subtracting rates C ( y\j N ? *  ) ,
K ) and N** ( ^  S x N^  ) from an observed rate,
1« FvO/u) +- = 0.084
2. Reference B8.
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and that, consequently, only a small systematic error would be 
needed to a lter the courses o f several o f the curves.
These experiments may be summarised as having confirmed 
the disintegration  scheme suggested by Siegbahn for • The
only point o f d ifference lie s  in the determination of the ratio 
Fv<s>) • F* p) . A method' has been devised by the writer for 
determining this ratio  and, on the measurements reported here, i t  
has been deduced that fvco) +■ (°3 4^ o f  the tota l d is Integra-
tions, and that Fs(p} • Several apparent inconsistencies
have been pointed out. These can only be resolved by repeating
the experiments and by aiming at increased accuracy. The de­
tailed results included here w ill serve as a guide to the course 
of these new experiments.
6 .5 . Future Experiments.
Of immediate interest is the decay scheme o f # 3 ' '°  .
I t  has been pointed out in the preceding section  that the •
chief requirement in further experiments is an increase in the
accuracy» This, o f  course, means that, with the present arrange-
*
ment, the time o f  experiment must be increased • It  is desirable, 
therefore, that the apparatus be improved so that the time re­
quired be not prohibitive. Two courses are open»
1) Improvement in net e ffic ie n c ie s  o f counters.
2) Reduction in Resolving Time o f Coincidence circu it.
With regard to the f ir s t  o f  these, i t  does not seem possible that 
3the geometry could he much improved. The in tr in sic  e ffic ien cy  
o f the gamma ray counters, however, could be increased by a 
factor o f  two or more by the use of lead cathodes which are 
recommended for incorporation in new counters. Further, the 
construction o f a coincidence circu it o f resolving time ^  /o~^c. 
is now desirable. The orig in a l coincidence circu it can be
1* Equations (6 .4 , 4) and (6 .4 , 5) and the attendant 
discussion.
2. Section 3» 6.
3. See equation ($ .4 , l)
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used to ensure that genuine coincidences axe not being lost 
in the new circu it.
The amount o f information that can be obtained from
experimental results o f N ‘\  N* f is increased considerably
i f  the e ffic ien c ie s  o f the counters are known. It is desirable,
therefore, that calibration curves for the gamma counters be
obtained. The obvious procedure is to check the e ffic ien cy -
energy curve o f Bradt and his colleagues * for the counters in 
2use • Once the shape o f this curve has been confirmed, only 
one point on i t  need be obtained for the calibration curve o f 
a new counter to be drawn. Experiments on the e ffic ien cy  o f 
thin window beta counters o f standard design for detecting gamma 
rays are recommended. In particular, information is desirable 
on the way the e ffic ien cy  varies as aluminium absorber in front 
of the window is increased. Since these experiments require 
known source strengths, the technique described in Section 6.5 
may be found useful,
A circu it suitable for measuring delayed coincidences 
would double the usefulness o f  the Coincidence Unit. In an 
experiment involving delayed coincidences, the only alteration  
to the Unit would be the replacement o f the c ircu it o f  fixed 
T by the new circu it. It may also be possible to use the
Unit in conjunction with other equipment at present under con. 
struction and designed for investigating isomeric states pro­
duced by neutron activation.
1. Reference B8.
2. It is assumed that the counters are used in a 
standard position.
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a p p e n d i x
1« Preparation o f Sources*
The following method provides sources suitable for 
use in the experiments described in this paper* The active 
material is converted to powdered form, suspended in collodion 
and a drop allowed to f a l l  on a sheet o f  aluminium which has been 
cleaned thoroughly with amyl acetate. I f  the sheet is s t i l l  wet 
with amyl acetate when the drop o f active material is allowed to 
f a l l  on i t ,  the active material spreads out evenly and does not 
peel o f f  when i t  dries. Sources as thin as 2 or 5 milligms./cm? 
can be obtained in this way*
The C©4<? obtained for the experiments described in 
Section 6.2 was received in the form of Cobalt oxide, a black 
powder. The , however, was received in the form o f small
silver sheets. S u fficien t s ilver was dissolved in n it r ic  acid
itand excess sodium hydroxide added to precipate s ilver oxide, a 
dark brown powder. The s ilver oxide was filte re d  o f f ,  washed 
with alcohol into a test tube, and separated in a centrifuge.
The alcohol was poured o f f  and collodion added.
2. Detailed C ircuits, Wiring Diagrams etc*
(a) Coupling Unit.
The coupling unit (Pig* 5.3) d ifferen tiates the pulse 
from the Geiger counter and the size  o f the d ifferentiated  pulse 
fed to the preamplifier can be varied by means o f  the potentia l 
divider • The high voltage supply fed to the Geiger counter 
through the coupling unit is obtained from a 0-1650 volts power 
pack which has been in the Nuclear Physics Laboratory for some 
years and which is o f quite conventional design* Voltage 
stab ilisa tion  is effected by a series o f V.R. ISO’ s.
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PIG» 5. 5» Coupling; U n it
. I
(b) P r e a m p lif ie r
C i r c u i t  and W irin g  diagram s a re  shown in  Fig» 5 *4 , and 
a  ph otograph i s  in clu d e d  in  P la t e  1» The p o t e n t ia l  d iv id e r  on 
the C o u p lin g  U n it  i s  a d ju s te d  so th at the n e g a tiv e  o u tp u t p u lse  
o f  about iq v o lt s  from  th e P r e a m p lif ie r  (view ed on the Cossor 
C .R . Q.) j u s t  shows s a t u r a t io n  and i s  n o t fo llo w e d  by p o s i t i v e  
"throw  back"»
( c) Co in  c id  en ce C i r  cu i t o
The o p e r a t io n  o f  t h is  c i r c u i t  has b een  o u t lin e d  in  
Ch ap ter 5 by r e fe r e n c e  to the B lo c k  D iagram  o f  P ig . 5.2* The 
c i r c u i t  diagram  i s  shown in  F ig . 5 . 5 ,  the w ir in g  d iagram  in  
P ig . 5 . 6 ,  and the Power Supply i n  P ig . 5. 12. Photographs may be 
se e n  in  P la te s  1 and 2*
The fo llo w in g  d e s c r ip t io n  o f  the c i r c u i t  o p e r a t io n  
a m p lif ie s  the d is c u s s io n  in  Chapter 5;
N e g a tiv e  p u ls e s  from  th e  cathode fo llo w e r  in  the P re­
a m p lif ie r  a re  d i f f e r e n t i a t e d  i n  an R -C  c i r c u i t  o f  tim e co n sta n t 
0 .2  o r 2 |A.secs. The d i f f e r e n t i a t e d  p u lse s  pass through a  th re e
s ta g e  wide band a m p lif ie r  h a v in g  a .g a in  ~  IDO. The wide band
*
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  w hich is  n e ce ssa ry  to p re se rv e  th e sh a rp  r i s e  o f  
G e ig e r  p u ls e s , is  o b ta in e d  by the u se o f  v id e o  a m p lif ie r s  6AC7 
h a v in g  low p la t e  lo a d s and by the in c o r p o r a t io n  o f  a  h ig h  d egree 
o f n e g a tiv e  fe e d -b a c k  from  th e  cathode o f  to th e  cathode o f
1* The P r e a m p lif ie r  and the a m p lif ie r  in  the C o in c id e n ce  
c i r c u i t  a re  m o d if ic a t io n s  o f  c i r c u i t s  d e s c r ib e d  in  
R e fe re n ce  J l .
* i
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V, • P o s it iv e  pulses from V3 axe fed v ia  a cathode fo llo w er 
Vv to a cathode coupled m u ltiv ib ra to r V ^ . A bleed from H. T* 
to the cathode of V4 ensures that only p o s it iv e  pulses larg er 
than a few v o lts  are tran sfe rre d  from V3 to V f .  The m ulti­
v ib rato r V^produces square pulses a t i t s  p la te s , the d u ration  
o f the pulses ly in g  between 1*5 and 5 )U.secs. according to the 
s e tt in g  o f  the b ias co n tro l on the grid o f  the f i r s t  tr io d e  in  
Vj- . P o s it iv e  pulses o f  about (oS v o lts  are fed through the 
cathode fo llow er V6 to the appropriate s c a lin g  c ir c u it  so th a t 
the input pulses are counted. The n egativ e  pulses axe fed  
through a cathode fo llow er to the R ossi s ta g e  V7 • P o s it iv e  
b ias on the cathode fo llow er Vg suppresses the sm all pulses 
accompanying each n o n -coin cid en t pulse on the grids o f  the Rossi 
tubes* When a coincidence takes p la c e , a p o sitiv e  p ulse o f 
about *10 v o lts  passes the cathode fo llo w er and actuates the 
sca le r  counting coincidences*
When the co n tro l on the coupling u n it  has been s e t  
co rre ctly  as explained in  (b) , the controls on the Coincidence 
C ir c u it  may be co rre ctly  adjusted in  the fo llo w in g  way*
S e t the Time Base con trol on the Cossor C. R .O . to 
" P o s it iv e  E xte rn a l T rigg er", the range to 15 fX secs* and the 
Gain co n tro l to 50 v o lt s . Connect the Test p oin t "Output" 
to the term inal "T rigger" and the Test p o in t "R ossi Input" to 
the term in al "A m p lifier 1". S e t the Eine and Coarse ga in  
controls on the Coincidence C ir c u it  to th e ir  mid range p o sitio n s 
and a d ju s t the preset width control* t i l l  the time base is  
triggered  and a large n egative pulse o f about 3-2 f x s e cs , is  
observed. The pulse width can now be increased or decreased 
as d e sire d . I f  decreased, the gain  co n tro l should be advanced. 
The ga in  control should always be s e t  so th at a steady Rossi
1. A screwdriver adjustm ent lo cated  on top o f the chassis. 
The co n tro l "P u lse  Width" on the fro n t panel ad ju sts 
the width (and size) of the input pulse to the Coin­
cidence C ir c u it  by a lte r in g  the capacity  in  the 
d if fe r e n t ia t in g  c ir c u it  (R .C . , 0*2 or 2 JA se cs .)
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input pulse with no flu tter  is observed. This w ill usually 
he the case when the gain controls are set not too far above the 
point at which the multivibrator is ju st triggered. ( i t  should 
be noted that, i f  the preset width control is set too low, the 
amplifier gain is not su ffic ien t to trigger the m ultivibrator, 
and, i f  too high, the multivibrator free-ru n s.)
The appearance o f the pulses at the several te s t  points 
is  shown in  Fig. 5.7* S lig h t "r in g in g " in  the am plifier is  not 
objectionable. I t  could be elim inated, i f  d esired , by a lterin g  
the Capacity Cg.
i n  p u t .
R|V\P. OUTPUT.
O U T P U T
ROSSI INPUT.
ROSSI OUTPUT (N o.Co i n c .)
Rossi o u t p u t  (C o m e )
FIG. 5.7 Pulse Shapes at Test Points on Coincidence 
Circuit.
• _
Maintenance on the Coincidence circu it involves checking 
the pulses of Fig. 5.7 and Checking the Resolving Time. Faults 
may be localised by checking the pulses o f  Fig. 5.7.
(d) Scaling Circuit*
C ircuit and wiring diagrams are shown in Figs. 5.8  and 
5,9 respectively and photographs are incorporated in Plate 2 ,
The Power supply is drawn in Fig. 5. 13.
The operation o f  the c ir cu it  may he described b r ie fly  in 
the following way*
When the reset control is operated, the right hand members 
o f the twin triodes conduct and the le ft  hand members are biassed 
beyond cut-off. A su ffic ien tly  large negative pulse through 
the f i r s t  diode cuts o f f  triode 2 o f V7 and triode 1 comes on.
The resulting positive pulse in the plate c ircu it o f  triode 2 o f  
V7 does not pass through diode VV. When a second negative pulse 
passes through diode Vj , the f ir s t  pair o f triodes V7 returns to 
its  in it ia l  state. The negative pulse in the plate circu it of the 
second triode of V7 is  passed through the top diode o f V5  and 
causes to " turn over". ^This pulse cannot pass through the 
bottom diode when V/0 is in its  normal state.) The fourth input 
pulse causes V# to return to its  in i t ia l  state and the negative 
output pulse " turns over" Vcj • The eight pulse causes Vy to "turn 
back" and the resulting output pulse "turns over" W10 • The 
voltage changes accompanying the turn over of V/o are such that 
a negative pulse from V7 can no longer pass through the top 
diode o f  V$- but* instead, can now pass through the bottom diode. 
Thus, when the tenth pulse comes into the scaler, Viq "turns back" 
and an output pulse may be taken from the scaler.
The scaler may be checked by observing the neon inter­
polating lights as they reg ister the background count o f a 
Geiger counter. A lternatively , pulses can be fed into the 
scaler and these can be compared on the double beam Cossor with 
the output pulses at the plates of the triodes. I f  the lead 
to the C.R. 0. from the plates incorporates a d ifferen tiatin g  
circu it (e. g. a condensor o f 50 p. f . and a resistor of 100 K) , 
the patterns o f Fig. 5. 10 should be observed.
7 1*
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FIG» 5» ID P u ls e s  a t  the p la t e s  o f  the tr io d e s  in  the 
S ca 1 i  ng "Sir cu i  t*
(e) R eco rd in g  U n it ,
C i r c u i t  diagram s o f  the R e co rd in g  u n it  and o f  the Power 
Supply may he seen in  F ig s*  5* 11 and 5* 12*
An a m p lif ie r  h a v in g  a  g a in  o f  about 100 i s  in clu d e d  in  
t h is  c ir c u it *  This en ab les o p e r a t io n  d i r e c t l y  from  a  G e ig e r  
counter or a  so u rce  o f  s m a ll p u ls e s . A cath od e coupled m u lt i­
v ib r a t o r  is  d i r e c t  coupled to a  power tube i n  the p la t e  c i r c u i t  
o f  which i s  connected the m e c h a n ic a l r e c o r d e r . N orm ally the 
power tube is  b ia s s e d  beyond cu t o f f  by the v o lt a g e  drop a c r o s s  
the p la t e  load o f  the second t r io d e  which is  co n d u ctin g  h e a v i ly . 
A p o s it iv e  p u ls e  fe d  to  the g r id  o f  the f i r s t  tr io d e  or a  
n e g a tiv e  p u ls e  to  the common cathode causes the m u lt iv ib r a t o r  
to f l i p  over fo r  a  tim e i n t e r v a l  determ ined by th e  s e t t in g  o f
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the b ia s  c o n t r o l  on the f i r s t  t r io d e . D u r in g  t h is  i n t e r v a l ,  
th e b ia s  i s  l i f t e d  from  the power tu b e , and the m e ch a n ica l 
re co rd e r i s  e n e rg ise d  by th e  e n su in g  p u ls e  o f  c u r r e n t , the 
m agnitude o f  which can be c o n tr o lle d  by th e s e t t i n g  o f  the 
fe e d b a ck  c o n tr o l in  the cathode o f  the power tube.
P u ls e  w idths o f  5 -  $0 m illis e c o n d s  and p u ls e  c u r re n ts  o f  
5 - J O  m illia m p s . a re  a v a i l a b l e .  The c i r c u i t  i s  b e s t  o p erated  
by fe e d in g  p o s i t iv e  p u ls e s  to  the g r id  o f  the f i r s t  t r i o d e . I f  
n e g a tiv e  p u ls e s  are  fed  d i r e c t l y  to th e cathode o f  the m u lt i-  
v ib r a to r  tu b e , they sh ould  be tak en  from  a  so u rce  o f  low o u tp u t 
im pedance.
(f) Summary o f  O p e ra tin g  I n s t r u c t io n s .
(a) S e t  the o p e r a t in g  v o lt a g e  on the G e ig e r  Counter a t  
a  co n ven ien t p o in t  on the " p la t e a u " .
(b) A d ju s t  th e in p u t v o lt a g e  to the p r e a m p lif ie r  so
th a t maximum n e g a tiv e  o u tp u t i s  o b ta in e d . This may be a ch ie v e d  
by fe e d in g  the o u tp u t to th e  "C o sso r"  C .R . 0. w ith  the r e p e t i t i v e  
tim e b a s e  s e t ,  fo r  p r e fe r e n c e , a t  f i f t e e n  or f i f t y  m il l is e c o n d s .
(c) P r e s e n t a  r a d io a c t iv e  so u rce  to the G e ig e r  Counter 
so th a t  the co u n tin g  r a t e  i s  about two hundred per seco n d .
T r ig g e r  the "C o sso r" tim e b a se  a t  f i f t e e n  m icroseconds from  the 
C .R .0. T est P o in t  marked "O u tp u t" on the C o in cid e n ce  C i r c u i t  and 
fe e d  the T e s t P o in t  " R o s s i  In p u t" to  the "A" A m p lif ie r . A d ju s t  
th e  p r e s e t  w idth c o n tr o l in  c o n ju n c tio n  w ith  the g a in  c o n tr o ls
so th a t a  s te a d y  p u ls e  f r e e  from  " j i t t e r "  i s  o b served . The g a in  
c o n tr o l sh o u ld  b e l e f t  o n ly  s l i g h t l y  above the minimum s e t t i n g  a t  
which t h is  c o n d it io n  is  o b ta in e d .
(d) W ith the r a d io a c t iv e  so u rce  rem oved, th e  o p e r a tio n
o f  the s c a le r s  may be checked by o b se rv in g  the neon in t e r p o la t in g  
l i g h t s  as they re c o rd  the G e ig e r  counter backgroun d.
(e) The m e ch a n ica l r e g i s t e r ,  fe d  from  a  s c a le r  w ith  
n e g a tiv e  p u ls e s , sh o u ld  be o p erated  w ith  the a m p lif ie r  sw itch ed
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in* The gain control should be set s ligh tly  above the 
minimum setting at which the register pointer advances each 
time neon interpolating light "8* extinguishes. I f  the 
register is driven d irectly  by positive pulses from an output 
terminal on the coincidence circuit* the amplifier should be 
switched out.
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4, Summary of the Author^ Work,
I Overall design of equipment,
I I  O riginal design of Coincidence c ir c u it  and Recording 
Unit and m odification of Rotblat’ s Scale-of-ID  to su it  
this equipment,
I I I  Design of layout and wiring, and construction of
2 Pream plifiers 
Coincidence C ircu it 
1 Scaling C ircu it
1 Power Supply for Coincidence C ircu it and 3 
Recording Units 
1 Power Supply for 3 Scalers
IV Design of sp ecial types of beta counters,
V Planning of experiments to determine decay schemes of 
and / V ‘°
VI The Development of a new method for determining the
resolving time of a Coincidence c ir c u it  or the strength 
of a source of simple decay scheme,
V II P a r tia l confirmation of Siegbahn* s decay scheme for % Mi>. 
A method was devised for estim ating the r e la tiv e  numbers 
of disintegrations proceeding v ia  the 2,12 and 2.86 Iff, e, 
beta rays.
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